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.
Equational presentations with ordered sorts encompass partially dened functions and
subtyping information in an algebraic framework. In this work we address the problem of
computing in order-sorted algebras, with few restrictions on the allowed presentations.
We adopt the G-algebra framework, where equational, membership and existence formu-
las can be expressed, and this provides a complete deduction calculus which incorporates
the interaction between all these formulas.
To practically deal with this calculus, we introduce an operational semantics for G-
algebra using rewrite systems over so-called decorated terms, that has assertions con-
cerning the sort membership of any subterm in its head node. Decorated rewrite rules
perform equational replacement, decoration rewrite rules enrich the decorations and
record sort information. Therefore we use the semantic sort principle, i.e. equal terms
belong to equal sorts, rather than the syntactic sort principle that does not use the
equational part of a presentation.
In order to have a complete and decidable unication on decorated terms, we restrict
to sort-inheriting theories. Then a completion procedure on decorated terms is designed
to compute all interactions between equational and membership formulas. When the
completion terminates, the resulting set of rewrite rules provides a way to decide equa-
tional theorems of the form (t = t0) and typing theorems of the form (t : A).
The sort inheritance property is undecidable in general but we propose a test to
check it for a given presentation. The test provides information on how to extend the
presentation in a model conservative way, in order to obtain sort inheritance.
c© 1998 Academic Press Limited
1. Introduction
Due to the need to deal with partial functions, types and polymorphism, in particular
in algebraic specications (cf. .Ehrig and Mahr (1985); .Bidoit et al. (1990)) but also
in computer algebra (cf. .Jenks and Sutor (1992); .Miola (1993)), the two last decades
have seen the emergence of many frameworks integrating the notions of sort, subsort,
equality and polymorphism, both in rst- and higher-order contexts (see .Curien and
Ghelli (1991)). In this work, we address the problem of computing eciently in order-
sorted algebras with less restrictive conditions on the allowed presentations.
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1.1. the problems
In most studies on order-sorted computations, a logic is dened and the notion of model
is introduced accordingly, together with results stating the correspondence between the
model theoretic and the proof theoretic levels. Let us mention, without any exhaustivity,
the work of .Oberschelp (1962) on order-sorted logic, the introduction of order-sorted
algebras in .Goguen (1978), fully developed in .Goguen and Meseguer (1992), the order-
sorted semantics introduced by .Smolka et al. (1989) and the term declarations used
in .Schmidt-Schau (1987). Actually, these works assume statements of the form A  B
(sort inclusion declaration) and f : A B ! C (operator declaration), to be parsing-
oriented declarations. They are used to dene well-formed terms and are not directly
encompassed in the deduction process. This results in various problems for obtaining
a Birkho-like completeness theorem or deciding local confluence (see .Jouannaud et al.
(1992), .Waldmann (1992)).
A typical situation is as follows. Assume that A is a subsort of the sort B, the operator
f is declared as operating only from A to itself, a is a constant in A and b is a constant
in B. If the equality a = b is given, it is problematic to deduce f(a) = f(b) since,
considering the previous declarations only as parsing assumptions, f(b) is not a correctly
constructed term. From this point of view, equality is no more a congruence. This problem
has been overcome in several ways, for example in .Goguen and Meseguer (1992), where
a compatibility condition requires that only well-formed terms are allowed in equalities,
or by considering the concept of dynamic sort (cf. .Watson and Dick (1989)).
Another strange behaviour of the approach considering sort inclusions and operator
declarations as syntactic assertions is that the standard rewriting tools do not behave
as expected. The following specication, written below in an OBJ-like syntax and given
by .Smolka et al. (1989), presents a specication with a rewrite system that has no critical
pair but is not locally confluent.
sort A B
subsort A  B
op f : A! A
op f : B ! B
op a : ! A
op b : ! B
rule : a! b
rule : f(x : A)! x
A
B
b
f
a
f
There is no (standard) critical pair between the two rewrite rules (or oriented equali-
ties), but the term f(a) can be rewritten into a using the second rule, then into b with
the rst one. Alternatively, f(a) can be rewritten into f(b) using the rst rule. But
both b and f(b) are then irreducible. In this case, the rewriting process is not smart
enough to discover the fact that since a ! b and a :A then b is also of sort A, which
enables the peak to be made convergent via the application of f(x :A) ! x. The prob-
lem encountered by this rst approach to order-sorted computations is that terms may
be syntactically ill-formed although semantically correct. A simple solution is to restrict
ourselves to sort-decreasing rules, as in .Kirchner et al. (1988), that are rewrite rules that
always decrease the sort of the rewritten term. In .Goguen et al. (1985) and .Jouannaud
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.et al. .1992, retracts are added at execution time but this does not solve the problem in
full generality.
Completion procedures for order-sorted algebraic specications have already been
proposed. For example, in .Gnaedig et al. (1990), the order-sorted algebra framework
from .Goguen et al. (1985) and .Kirchner et al. (1988) is considered. Another frame-
work for order-sorted computations is developed in .Smolka et al. (1989). These two are
compared in .Waldmann (1992). All these approaches need the additional hypothesis of
sort-decreasing rules, in order to prove an adequate version of the critical pair lemma.
In .Ganzinger (1991), a translation from order-sorted to conditional many-sorted speci-
cations is proposed as an operational solution for order-sorted completion, which avoids
the restriction of sort-decreasingness, but it has to cope with the diculties of handling
conditions during completion.
More recent works on deduction with constraints (see .Kirchner et al. (1990) and .Comon
(1992)) leads us to consider typing information as sort constraints. Typically, the rules
of the above example can be expressed as follows:
a ! b
f(x) ! x k x 2 A
where the sort constraint x 2 A accounts for the typing information (x : A). Restrictions
such as regularity, coherence, compatibility and sort-decreasingness can be understood
as a way to solve the interaction between sort constraints and formulas. But this is
not quite satisfactory, and alternative solutions to circumvent the problem sketched in
the example above have been sought. A rst direction is to modify the unication and
matching operations so that they become more powerful. This is the approach developed
by H. Comon, using in particular second-order monadic unication (see .Comon (1992)).
We propose here another approach, which relies on a general framework called the G-
algebra introduced in .Megrelis (1990) and allowing sorts, subsorts, equations and partial
functions in a rst-order setting. This leads to a new logic and a notion of models briefly
described in Section 3. In particular the problem of the meaning of f(a) = f(b) in the
above example is overcome, since it is possible to infer from the presentation that b, being
equal to a, is also of sort A. In such a context, one can also write for example that ii : R
where i is the well-known complex number, and terms like pop(pop(push(a; push(a; P ))))
evaluate in a natural way to P , without the help of retracts. Indeed in G-algebra, typing
becomes proving, and the challenge is to automatize these proofs and to achieve ecient
computations in this framework.
1.2. our approach
With the previous motivations and ideas in mind, our approach in this work is rst
to introduce as few restrictions on the order-sorted presentations as possible, second to
deeply understand why some restrictions are needed to obtain completeness of deduc-
tion in the proposed framework, and third to give further requirements that could be
introduced to obtain better eciency in order-sorted computations.
In G-algebra, formulas are equalities (t = t0) or term declarations (t : A) (also called
membership formulas) and the deduction process incorporates interaction between these
two kinds of formula. But this generality leads to undecidability of typing, precisely be-
cause of the interaction between sort and equality computations, and since non-trivial
term declarations are allowed. This has two immediate consequences: matching and uni-
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cation are undecidable in G-algebra. Thus, it is impossible to apply the usual technique
for simulating equational logic with rewriting logic (see .Meseguer (1992)) via term rewrit-
ing completion, since rewriting (using matching) as well as superposition of rules (using
unication) is undecidable.
To cope with this undecidability problem, we propose an operational semantics for the
deduction rules in G-algebra given in .Megrelis (1990), based on an adequate representa-
tion of terms, called decorated terms, and on a translation of the presentation formulas
into rewrite rules.
The dynamic aspect of sort information and its interaction with equality is taken into
account through the notion of decorated terms. Decorations are sets of sorts, recording
the currently proved sorts of a term. They are spread out in the term and act locally as
sort constraints during the deduction. Managing sort information locally at each node of
a term imposes the denition of adequate matching and unication. Decidable matching
on decorated terms allows rewriting to be dened with two appropriate notions of rewrite
rules. The rst kind of rule corresponds to the equality axioms of the presentation, turned
into decorated rules that rewrite terms and possibly enrich their decorations. The second
one corresponds to term declarations turned into conditional decoration rules that only
enrich decorations without modifying the term structure.
Using these tools, we then come back to the semi-decision problem of equality formulas
(t = t0) and membership formulas (t : A) in G-algebra. This is achieved via a generaliza-
tion of the well-known completion procedure of .Knuth and Bendix (1970) which works
on decorated terms using the decidable versions of matching and unication mentioned
before. In doing so, we push all the underlying undecidability problems to the completion
level.
The completion process that we propose is based on the hypothesis that the information
in the presentation is modularized in three parts. The rst one (i) consists in all equalities
(t = t0), the second one (ii) consists in all term declarations (t : A) and the last one (iii) in
the sort-ordering structure dened by sort inclusions (A  B). The rst two are handled
via rewriting rules and are thus modied and enriched during completion. In contrast,
the third is considered stable during the whole completion. In particular, matchers and
uniers are computed using as usual the term structure but also the sort information
given in decorations and in the xed sort structure. Since matching and unication use
only the sort information available in the decorated term at unication or matching time,
they are correct but not complete in general. In order to get completeness for the critical
pairs computation involved into completion, it is necessary that the sort information
given in part (iii) contains enough information to have the following property: if a term
t can be proven in the presentation to be of sorts A and B, then these two sorts have
a non-empty common subsort. This completeness property of the sort information part
(iii) of the presentation is called sort inheritance and we assume it to be true all over
the completion.
The completion process is performed assuming the sort inheritance of the presentation,
necessary for the completeness of the critical pairs computation. If completion terminates,
the resulting set of rewrite rules provides a way to prove not only equational theorems
of the form (t = t0) but also typing theorems of the form (t : A).
It is worth emphasizing that in this approach, typing information has two parts: the
static part contains only the subsort relation. The dynamic part covers the term decla-
rations in the form of rewrite rules, which are handled outside of unication and provide
automatically a typing algorithm in the completed presentation.
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As a consequence of this approach, we get quite general order-sorted computations
that can be very eciently implemented because of the memorization of sort information
in the terms and the static behaviour of matching and unication. Moreover, the notion
of retract is no longer necessary to deal with syntactically ill-formed terms.
We then provide a procedure to check the sort inheritance of a presentation. When
sort inheritance is not satised, this is detected by this procedure which provides a
counter example that can be exploited to enrich the sort structure. However, achieving
completeness of the sort-inheritance test turns out to be very intricate as soon as the
presentation contains non-linear term declarations.
1.3. a simple example
Applying this approach to the previous example leads to the following computation
steps. The presentation is rst translated into G-algebra formulas (second column below):
sort A B x :: A; y :: B
subsort A  B x : B
op f : A! A f(x) : A
op f : B ! B f(y) : B
op a : ! A a : A
op b : ! B b : B
rule : a! b a = b
rule : 8x : A; f(x)! x f(x) = x:
Then, using the following set of decoration rules whose construction is explained later
on, and where the variable s can be instantiated by any set of sorts, the formulas of the
rst column are translated in the formulas with decorated terms of the second one:
f(x) : A f(x:fAg):s ! f(x:fAg):s[fAg if fAg / s
f(y) : B f(y:fBg):s ! f(y:fBg):s[fBg if fBg / s
a : A a:s ! a:s[fAg if fAg / s
b : B b:s ! b:s[fBg if fBg / s:
a = b a:; = b:;
f(x) = x f(x:fAg):; = x:fAg
The presentation is saturated, using a completion process, into the following one:
f(x:fAg):s ! f(x:fAg):s[fAg if fAg / s
f(y:fBg):s ! f(y:fBg):s[fBg if fBg / s
a:s ! a:s[fAg if fAg / s
b:s ! b:s[fA;Bg if fA;Bg / s
a:fAg ! b:fA;Bg
f(x:fAg):fAg ! x:fAg
In this saturated presentation, the term f(a:;):; is rst decorated (using the decoration
rules) into f(a:fAg):fAg. Then it is rewritten using the two last decorated rewrite rules
above into b:fA;Bg.
Note that in this new framework the restrictions of regularity, coherence, compatibility
and sort-decreasingness are no longer needed to get the usually expected results.
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1.4. structure of the paper
The paper is organized in the following way. First the G-algebra framework is recalled.
Then the denition of decorated terms is introduced, with the corresponding notions
of matching and unication. Based on this matching, we dene rewriting with deco-
rated rewrite rules and with decoration rewrite rules. A completeness theorem states the
equivalence of replacement of equals by equals on decorated terms with deduction in
G-algebra. Using unication on decorated terms, critical pairs are dened between the
two dierent kinds of rule. A completion process that involves both types of rule is then
described and we show how the completed presentation allows the proof of equational or
typing theorems, when the initial presentation is sort inheriting. A process to check sort
inheritance is then proposed. Our approach is eventually compared with other related
works.
A longer version of this paper including even extended discussions of the introduced
concepts can be found in .Hintermeier et al. (1994). Related developments are provided
in .Hintermeier (1995).
2. Basic Notions and Notation
Our notation concerning classical terms, occurrences, replacement and substitutions
are consistent with the ones in .Dershowitz and Jouannaud (1990) and .Smolka et al.
(1989). In particular we write jtj for the number of function symbols occurring in a term
t, subterm set(t) for all subterms of t, VOcc(t) for the set of all variable occurrences,
VOccx(t) for the set of all occurrences of the variable x andNVOcc(t) for the non-variable
ones in t.
We refer to .Dershowitz and Jouannaud (1990), in particular for the denition of the
various orderings used in this paper. Specically, lexicographic orderings are written as
a tuple (1; : : : ;n) of orderings 1; : : : ;n.
The binary relations on occurrences  and lex stand for the occurrence prex and
lexicographic ordering, respectively. The notion of replacement is also used in an ex-
tended way for sets of incomparable occurrences and multiple replacements. Let O;O0
be such sets. Therefore, t[u]O stands for t with u at all occurrences ! 2 O and t[u]O[v]O0
for (t[u]O)[v]O0 . Furthermore, the occurrence orderings extend pairwise to such occur-
rence sets, i.e. O is incomparable with O0, written O  O0, if all occurrences in O
are incomparable with all occurrences in O0. O is smaller than O0, written O  O0, if
8! 2 O;9!0 2 O0; !  !0, etc. Note that in general, two arbitrary given O;O0 might
be neither incomparable nor greater/smaller. However, this is guaranteed for singleton
occurrence sets. Additionally, the concatenation of two occurrence sets O and O0 denotes
the set of occurrences f!:!0 j ! 2 O and !0 2 O0g. Finally, if tj! = tj!0 for all !; !0 2 O,
then tjO stands for tj! , ! 2 O.
For a substitution , Dom() = fx j (x) 6= xg, Ran() = Sx2Dom() Var((x)) is
the set of variables in the image of the variables in the domain of the substitution, and
Im() stands for the set ft j 9x 2 Dom() : (x) = tg. Moreover, terms() stands for
the terms occurring in an arbitrary structure  and subterm set() is terms() together
with all subterms of terms in terms().
All notions concerning matching, unication and term rewriting are consistent with
those in .Jouannaud and Kirchner (1991), although they are adapted to decorated terms.
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3. Short Introduction to G-Algebra .
In this section, we briefly dene the formulas and presentations in G-algebra. The main
feature of this framework is that term declarations, usually seen as part of the (static)
signature in classical approaches, become G-algebra formulas and are involved in proofs
at the same level as equalities.
3.1. formulas and presentations
Let S be a set of sort symbols, containing always the universal sort symbol Ω. For
X a set of variables, \::" is a binary relation associating to any variable a unique sort
in S, denoted sort(x). Then X is called a S-sorted set of variables. Let also F be a
set of function symbols with an arity function arity, associating a natural number for
each element of F . Then  = (S;F) is called a signature. A (;X )-term is either a
variable x 2 X , or of the form f(t1; : : : ; tn) with f 2 F , arity(f) = n and t1; : : : ; tn
being (;X )-terms. The set of all (;X )-terms is denoted by T (;X ), the ground -
terms (without variables) by T (). Notice that except for the arity condition, there is
no requirement of well-sortedness: the fact that a term is well-sorted results from an
(arbitrarily complicated) proof and is thus a semantical fact rather than a syntactical
one. A formula in a G-algebra can be:
(EX t), an existence formula for a term t,
(t : A), a membership formula for t to be in a sort A, also called term declaration,
or
(t = t0), an equality of two terms t and t0.
In addition variable denitions x :: A indicate the sort A of the variable x. All formulas
are implicitly universally quantied over all variables occurring in the formula. In the
G-algebra framework, a set of formulas built on a signature  is called a -presentation.
A pair (;P) of a signature  and a -presentation is called a specication.
For every signature , a -algebraA is dened by its domain jAj and by interpretations
for each symbol in S and F :
1. 8A 2 S, the interpretation of A, AA is a non-empty subset of jAj, and ΩA = jAj,
2. 8f 2 F , the interpretation of f , fA is a partial function fA : jAjarity(f) ! jAj.
A variable assignment  of variables in a set V  X in a -algebra A is a function
that assigns to every x 2 V such that (x :: A) 2 P, an element in AA. Hence, given a
-algebra, where  is the identity, formulas can be interpreted in the following way:
1. A j= (EX t) if for every assignment  of the variables in t, (t) 2 ΩA,
2. A j= (t : A) if for every assignment  of the variables in t, (t) 2 AA,
3. A j= (t = t0) if for every assignment  of the variables in t and t0, (t)  (t0).
A -algebra A is a model of a -presentation P if for each  in P which is not a variable
denition, A j= . P j=  if  is true in all models of P.
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Globality EX t =) t : Ω
VariableMembership x :: A =) x : A
ExSubterm EX t[u] =) EX u
ExMembership t : A =) EX t
ExEquality t = t0 =) EX t
ExReplacement EX t[u]; u = v =) EX t[v]
MeReplacement t[u] : A; u = v =) t[v] : A
EqReplacement t[u] = w; u = v =) t[v] = w
ExSubstitutivity EX t =) EX (t)
MeSubstitutivity t : A =) (t) : A
EqSubstitutivity t = t0 =) (t) = (t0)
Reflexivity EX t =) t = t
Symmetry u = v =) v = u
Transitivity u = v; v = w =) u = w
Figure 1. .DeduceGAlgebra: Deduction rules for G-algebra.
3.2. deduction
The deduction rules for G-algebras are shown in Figure 1. When a formula  can
be deduced from the formulas of a presentation P using these deduction rules, this is
denoted P ‘ . The substitutions  mentioned in the deduction system are supposed to
be conform with the current presentation, which means that, whenever (x) = t, we have
P ‘ (t : A) if (x :: A) 2 P. These rules are proved to be sound and complete in .Megrelis
(1990) i.e. for any presentation P and formula :
P j=  , P ‘ :
The number of rules for the complete and sound deduction system has increased with
respect to the unsorted or many-sorted cases, because membership proofs have the same
status as equality and existence proofs. Note also that membership to Ω and existence
formulas are equivalent statements and thus this set of rules can be simplied if necessary.
We denote the set f j P ‘ g, also called the theory of P, by Th(P).
The -term algebra T for a -presentation is a -algebra A, such that the inter-
pretation function :A is the identity for each term t 2 T () with P ‘ EX t. Given a
-presentation P, the congruence  is dened as f(s; t) 2 T ()  T () j P ‘ s = tg.
The quotient term algebra T= is a -algebra which is proved to be initial in the class of
-algebras satisfying the presentation P (see .Megrelis (1990)), provided all sorts contain
at least one ground term in T.
4. Sort Membership
The sort structure does play an important role in order-sorted approaches, through
the operational denitions of matching, unication and rewriting. We rst dene and
compare two partial orderings on the set of sorts. One is syntactic and only based on
variable declarations and membership formulas of a specication. The other is semantic
and takes into account the deduction in G-algebra. Since the rst one is decidable while
the second is not, this is the one we shall be working with in the following. Discrepancies
between these two partial orderings will be detected automatically in Section 10.4. Such
disagreement reflects the existence of a missing explicit ordering relation between two
sorts.
The assumptions made about sorts and sort membership are given in this section.
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Some of them are quite usual as the non-emptiness of sorts or the absence of cycle in
the partial ordering. Other restrictions are motivated by the need to obtain a decidable
and unitary unication algorithm on decorated terms. In particular, the property of sort
inheritance, that generalizes the usual requirement of regularity is introduced: if a term
can be proven to be of two sorts, then these two have a common non-empty subsort.
When such common subsorts are not in the original set of sorts, they must be added. In
sort-inheriting presentations, a completion of the set of sorts by the addition of inherited
sorts can be performed automatically. Its purpose is to ensure that the completed set of
sorts contains non-empty sorts representing intersections.
4.1. partial orderings over sorts
In the following sections, we use a quasi-ordering synS over the sorts, which is ex-
tracted from the variable denitions and declarations in the current presentation P. This
simplies notation and mainly allows for a modularization of deduction. In particular
the unication process will heavily rely on this quasi-ordering.
Definition 4.1. .
Let P be a presentation. The syntactic sort ordering in P, written synS , is the transitive
and reflexive closure of the relation:
AsynS B if 9x; fx :: A; x : Bg  P [ fx : Ωg:
A is called a subsort of B if AsynS B. If AsynS B and BsynS A, we write A synS B.
The negation is written A 6synS B. When AsynS B but A 6synS B, A is a strict subsort
of B, written A <synS B. If neither AsynS B nor BsynS A, A and B are said to be
incomparable, written A 1synS B.
The (semantic) sort ordering in P, written semS , is the transitive and reflexive closure
of the following relation:
A semS B if 9(x :: A) 2 P such that P j= x : B:
Clearly, synS  semS , but not always synS = semS , as the following example illus-
trates:
Example 4.2. Let P = fx :: A; y :: B; f(x; y) : B; f(x; y) = xg. Clearly,
P j= x : B and x :: A 2 P:
Therefore A semS B, but AsynS B is not true.
Unfortunately, as one can expect, we get the following negative result for the semantic
relation semS :
Proposition 4.3. It is undecidable whether for an arbitrary given specication ((S;F),
P), and two sorts A;B 2 S, A semS B holds.
Proof. Let us actually show that A semS B is undecidable. This is sucient since
assuming semS decidable implies immediately that semS is decidable, too. Let  be a
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specication transformation adding two new sorts S = fA;Bg and the set of formulas
P = ft = x; x :: A; t0 = x0; x0 :: Bg for some arbitrary terms t; t0 in P. In other words,
 is a non-deterministic function returning ((S [ S;F);P [ P) for ((S;F);P). If
A semS B were decidable in f(Spec) j Spec is a specicationg, then (t = t0) would be
decidable in arbitrary specications, which clearly does not hold. 2
4.2. assumptions concerning the sort membership.
In order to keep the unication of two variables decidable, we restrict the used signa-
tures to sort-inheriting ones. This is a more semantical notion than classical regularity,
i.e. the existence of a unique least sort for each term. Sort inheritance just means that
if a term can be proved (semantically) to be of multiple sorts, then all these sorts have
a common subsort:
Definition 4.4. .
Let  = (S;F) be a signature. A specication (;P) is sort-inheriting if 8t 2 T (;X ),
8T  S:
(8A 2 T;P ‘ t : A)) (9C 2 S; 8A 2 T;CsynS A):
Another understanding of this denition is that a specication (;P) is sort-inheriting
if the sort information present in P is complete with respect to the semantic sort mem-
bership.
Altogether, the following general assumptions are made for the whole paper.
General Assumption 4.5. .
4.5.1. . The sort relation synS does not contain cycles.
4.5.2 . The set mlb(S) of maximal elements of the set of lower bounds of any subset of
sorts S  S is computable.
4.5.3 . All sorts are non-empty.
4.5.4 . The presentation is sort-inheriting.
4.5.5 . The specication has bounded membership, i.e. #fA j P ‘ t : Ag is nite for all
t 2 T (;X ).
In signatures with nite sort sets, the points 4.5.1, 4.5.2 and 4.5.5 are obviously de-
cidable (cf. .Schmidt-Schau (1987)). However, if polymorphic signatures are used, more
sophisticated properties and sort concepts have to be introduced (see .Smolka (1989)).
Point 4.5.3 is undecidable in general but can be enforced by the stricter but decidable
requirement that all sorts are syntactically non-empty. Finally, point 4.5.4 is undecid-
able in general but a constructive test exhibiting terms that destroy sort inheritance is
developed in this paper. Of course all specications whose set of sorts is nite have the
bounded membership property.
4.3. sort completion
To compute the unier of two variables in a sort-inheriting presentation, we need an
extended sort structure (S§;synS§ ) containing new sorts representing sort intersections.
The transformation is very close to the one in .Schmidt-Schau (1987), which performs
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the conversion of arbitrary signatures with flat, linear term declarations into regular
ones. However, we do not have a restriction to such term declarations, neither do we
have syntactical sorts. Since typing in G-algebras not only depends on term declarations,
but also on equalities, we cannot precompute the exact contents of sorts representing the
intersection.
In order to avoid problems related to empty sorts (.Goguen and Meseguer (1992),
.Smolka et al. (1989)), we only add new sorts, which surely are non-empty. Non-emptiness
can be guaranteed by the condition that there is at least one sort in S below the new
sort, since all sorts in S are non-empty by general Assumption 4.5. Finally, we want the
number of new sorts to be minimal. Unfortunately, this number may still be exponential,
since the construction ranges over the power set 2S .
Definition 4.6. . Under Assumption 4.5, the poset (S;synS ) is completed into (S§;synS§ )
in the following way:
1 8S 2 2S ; hSi 2 S§ provided:
(a) mlb(S) 6= ;,
(b) all elements in S are incomparable with respect to synS in (S;synS ),
2 hSi synS§ hS0i if 8B 2 S0;9A 2 S such that A
syn
S B.
Since (S§;synS§ ) is a natural extension of (S;
syn
S ), we identify A and hAi for any A 2 S
and call S§ and (S§;synS§ ) the inherited sorts and inherited sort structure of (S;
syn
S ).
In order to simplify notation when S is given in extension, i.e. S = fA;B; : : :g, we denote
hSi by hA;B; : : :i.
Note that we refrain from calling sorts in S§ n S intersection sorts, since S§ may not
contain all hSi with S  S, due to the possible emptiness of such sorts.
Example 4.7. Let S = fA;B;C;D;Eg with AsynS BsynS C and AsynS D be the initial
sort structure. Then, the associated inherited sort structure is S§ = fhAi; hBi; hCi; hDi,
hEi; hC;Di; hB;Dig together with
hAi synS§ hB;Di;
hB;Di synS§ hC;Di;
hB;Di synS§ hBi;
hBi synS§ hCi;
hC;Di synS§ hCi;
hC;Di synS§ hDi:
Clearly, the construction also yields the uniqueness of maximal common subsorts for
a set of sorts S  S§. Let S 2 S§. Then min(S) represents the set of minimal sorts in S
with respect to synS§ , which is unique since S does not contain cycles.
Definition 4.8. Let (;P) be a specication with  = (S;F). For any S  S§, the sort
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inheritance closure of S, written bS, is the set:bS = fD 2 S§ j 9hT1i; : : : ; hTni 2 S : hmin( [
i2[1:::n]
Ti)i synS§ Dg:
Let us illustrate this notion with an example:
Example 4.9. Let S = fA;B;C;D;Eg with CsynS E, DsynS B;C and therefore S§ =
fA;B;C;D;E; hB;Ci; hB;Eig with C synS§ E, D 
syn
S§ hB;Ci 
syn
S§ hB;Ei 
syn
S§ E,
hB;Ci synS§ B;C and hB;Ei 
syn
S§ B;E:
A B C
D D
A
EE
B C
hB;Ci
hB;Ei
Let, furthermore, S1 = fAg, S2 = fB;Cg and S3 = fA;B;Cg be subsets of S§.
Then cS1 = fAg, cS2 = fB;C; hB;Ci; hB;Ei; Eg and cS3 = fA;B;C; hB;Ci; hB;Ei; Eg.
If S = fAg, we write bA instead of bS. For nite sort sets S; S0, the notation S  S0
stands for bS  bS0 and / for its negation. If S  S0 and S0  S, we write S  S0. S and
S0 are said equivalent modulo sort inheritance in this case.
5. Decorated Terms
The undecidability of typing in G-algebra and its dynamic behavior lead us to adopt
a specic term structure with a kind of memorizing technique for intermediate results
of membership proofs. Furthermore, the equality of two terms and the membership of a
term to a sort are two sources of information that should be treated and maintained in
a parallel way, because the corresponding formulas have a dierent status in G-algebras,
although they are of course interdependent. This is taken into account by the particular
data structure of the decorated term. As a matter of fact, the reader familiar with deduc-
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tion with constraints .Kirchner et al. (1990) will notice that the decorations are actually
membership constraints spread in the term and dening a kind of local constraints.
5.1. the term structure
Given a signature  = (S;F), its inherited sort structure (S§;synS§ ), a S§-sorted
variable set X§ and a set of set-variables V disjoint from X§, let us dene as follows the
decorated (;X§)-terms.
Definition 5.1. .
A decoration is either a subset of S§, called ground decoration, or the union of a ground
decoration and a variable s in V, representing a ground decoration. Then, a decorated
(;X§)-term, or decorated term for short if (;X§) is clear from the context is
1. either a pair (x; S) of a variable x 2 X§; x :: A and a decoration S  fAg (also
called decorated variable), written x:S; or
2. of the form (f; S)((t1; S1); : : : ; (tn; Sn)), if (t1; S1); : : : ; (tn; Sn) are decorated (;
X§)-terms, f 2 F with arity(f) = n and S is a decoration. Such a term is written
f(t1:S1 ; : : : ; tn:Sn):S.
Var(t:S) stands for the set of variables without their decorations contained in t:S.
Td(S§;F ;X§) is the set of decorated (;X§)-terms, Td(S§;F) the set of ground deco-
rated -terms, such that all decorations are ground decorations (in both cases). Note that
we do not consider decorated variables of the form x:hAi;hBi, where x :: hAi, A semS B
but not AsynS B. Throughout this work, this situation is avoided during the construction
of decorated terms. However, variables x may have any subset of S§ as decoration that
is equivalent modulo sort inheritance to fsort(x)g.
The term (t:S)nd is t:S without its decorations, i.e. a term in T ((S§;F);X§). The
notation ()nd also extends to sets of decorated terms.
Instead of t:fA;Bg, we may also write t:A;B and, when the top decoration does not mat-
ter, we also omit the exponent, in order to simplify the syntax. The notions of (variable
and non-variable) occurrences and subterms are the same as for undecorated terms. The
top decoration S of a decorated term t:S is also written Deco(t:S).
The main delicate point in this section is to establish the exact correspondence between
decorated terms and G-algebra terms. This is done through the notion of validity in a
presentation P of a decorated term, which is itself based on the denition of T (;X )-
assignments. Let x:S 2 X§, t 2 T (;X ) and (x :: hA1; : : : ; Ani), i.e. S  fhA1; : : : ; Anig.
Then t is a T (;X )-instance of x:S if 8i = 1; : : : ; n;P ‘ (t : Ai). A map  : X§ !
T (;X ), such that (x:S) is a T (;X )-instance of the decorated variable x:S for all
x 2 X§, is generating a unique homomorphism  : Td(S§;F ;X§) ! T (;X ), called
the T (;X )-assignment. Note that the decorations are dropped with the application of
. For simplicity of notation and because of the unicity of , we omit the star exponent.
This extends canonically to sets of decorated variables and decorated terms. The set of
T (;X )-assignments for a variable set X§ is written ASSX§T (;X ). They are used in the
following denition that explains how to extract the membership formulas embedded in
a decorated term:
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Definition 5.2. A decorated term t:S is valid in a presentation P if
8u:U 2 subterm set(t:S);8 2 ASSX§T (;X ); 8hB; : : :i 2 U; P ‘ (u:U ) : B
ValidTd(S§;F ;X§) and ValidTd(S§;F) are the sets of valid terms in Td(S§;F ;X§) and
Td(S§;F), respectively.
Intuitively, validity of a ground decorated term t:S means that (t:S)nd belongs to all
sorts A 2 S occurring in S, in every G-algebra of P, and the same holds analogously for
all subterms. For non-ground decorated terms t:S , it just means that all T (;X )-ground
instances t0 of (t:S)nd belong to all sorts A 2 S occurring in S. The same has to be true
for all subterms, too. Hence, e.g. t:hAi;hBi, which may also be written t:A;B or t:fhAi;hBig
using our abbreviations from above, is valid if and only if t:hA;Bi is.
Each term t in T (;X ) is identied with the decorated term t:#; with an empty set
of sorts at each node except the variable positions, where the decoration is equivalent
modulo sort inheritance to the singleton of the sort of the variable. Notice that the
denition of valid terms allows for empty decorations in non-variable positions, i.e. every
t:#; 2 Td(S§;F ;X§) is valid. Furthermore, if t:S 2 Td(S§;F ;X§), then (t:S):#; stands for
((t:S)nd):#; and T :#; for ft:#; j t 2 T g for any T  Td(S§;F ;X§).
All other notions concerning decorated terms are dened in the same way as for classical
terms. The top occurrence in decorated terms is denoted by . The equality over decorated
terms, noted =d, is the conjunction of classical equality over variables and function
symbols with the set identity over the corresponding decorations. The negation of =d is
denoted 6=d. t:S =nd t0:S0 stands for (t:S)nd = (t0:S0)nd.
Several decorations may seem to be in conflict when we write for instance: 8! 2
Occ(t:S) : (t:S j! ):S
0
=d t0 in the case where ! = . Then the actual decoration of t0 is
always the outermost mentioned, i.e. in this case S0 and not S. The only exception is of
course the replacement of subterms, i.e. the decoration of t:S [u:S
0
]! at occurrence ! is
clearly S0 and not the one of t:S j! .
Furthermore, we need to adapt the notion of sort inheritance on decorated terms. The
denition given now is relative to a subset of valid decorated terms.
Definition 5.3. . Let T  ValidTd(S§;F ;X§), such that no variable of V occurs in a
decoration of some term in T and  be a subsort relation. A specication ((S;F);P) is
T -sort-inheriting with respect to , if
8t:T 2 T ; 9C 2 S; 8hA : : :i 2 T : C  A:
Note that C might be in S§ as well, since this is equivalent by denition of S§. The
existence of C guarantees that there is a variable x 2 X§ for each valid decorated term
t, such that x belongs exactly to the same sorts in S§ as t. Clearly, ValidTd(S§;F ;X§)-
sort inheritance with respect to synS is equivalent to sort inheritance of the specication.
Consequently, we can write \sort inheritance" instead of \ValidTd(S§;F ;X§)-sort inher-
itance with respect to synS ". As an immediate consequence of this denition and since
synS semS , the following implication holds:
Lemma 5.4. .
If ((S;F);P) is T -sort-inheriting with respect to synS , then it is T -sort-inheriting with
respect to semS .
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In the rest of the paper, we implicitly mean T -sort inheritance with respect to synS ,
when we use T -sort inheritance. The motivation for the following denition is to gener-
alize the fact that when a term t belongs to a sort A, it also belongs to all sorts greater
than A. This gives another equality relation of decorated terms.
Definition 5.5. Let (;P) be a specication with  = (S;F), S  S§ and t:S 2
Td(S§;F ;X§). The sort inheritance closure of t:S is the term t0:S0 satisfying:
t:S =nd t0:S
0
and 8! 2 Occ(t:S):Deco(t0:S0 j! ) = \Deco(t:S j! ):
Furthermore, equality modulo sort inheritance closure is dened on decorated terms as
t:S =d t0:S0 if ct:S =d dt0:S0 :
When T and T 0 are sets of decorated terms, then T =d T 0 if fbt j t 2 T g = fbt0 j t0 2 T 0g.
Under General Assumption 4.5, these relations are decidable.
5.2. subsumption
Let us now extend the classical term subsumption on decorated terms. We introduce
this notion before dening substitutions in order to clearly separate these two notions.
Definition 5.6. .
Let (;P) be a specication with  = (S;F) and t:S ; t0:S0 be valid decorated terms.
Then t0:S
0
is subsumed modulo sort inheritance by t:S, written t:S .d t0:S
0
, if
1. Occ(t:S)  Occ(t0:S0),
2. 8! 2 NVOcc(t:S); (tnd)(!) = (t0nd)(!),
3. 8! 2 NVOcc(t:S); Deco(t:S j! )  Deco(t0:S
0
j! ) and
4. 8x 2 Var(t:S); 9tx:Tx 2 ValidTd(S§;F ;X§); 8! 2 Occ(t:S); if t:S j! =d
x:Sx ; then (t0:S
0
j! =d tx:Tx and Sx  Tx).
The last condition guarantees that each variable is bound to a unique decorated term
modulo sort inheritance. Clearly, if t:S .d t0:S
0
and t0:S
0 .d t:S , then t:S =d t0:S0 up
to variable renaming. Note that due to the possible variable renaming .d \ &d is not
always equivalent to =d. In the following µd stands for .d without .d \ &d.
Example 5.7. Let S§ = fA;B;Cg and synS = ;.
Assuming all terms in the following be valid, we get
f(x:fAg; x:fAg; y:fBg):fCg .d f(a:fAg; a:fAg; b:fBg):fCg;
but neither f(x:fAg; x:fAg; y:fBg):fCg .d f(a:fBg; a:fAg; b:fBg):fCg
nor f(x:fAg; x:fAg; y:fBg):fCg .d f(a:fA;Bg; a:fAg; b:fBg):fCg
or f(x:fAg; x:fAg; y:fBg):fCg .d f(b:fAg; a:fAg; b:fBg):fCg holds:
5.3. substitutions
Decorated substitutions are a subset of the classical well-dened order-sorted substitu-
tions. As already mentioned, we restrict the used membership theory to the information
already existing in the term nodes.
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Definition 5.8. A decorated substitution  is a function replacing decorated variables
from X§ by decorated terms, such that if (x:S) =d t:T with t:T Àd x:S, then S  T
and t:T is valid. The set Dom() = fx j (x:fsort(x)g) Àd x:fsort(x)gg is usualy -
nite. A decorated substitution  with Dom() = fxi j i 2 [1 : : : n]g is represented
by its graph
S
i2[1:::n]fxi:fsort(xi)g 7! ti:Tig. Let Im() = fti:Ti j i 2 [1 : : : n]g, then
Ran() = Var(Im()). Decorated substitutions can be extended to homomorphisms over
valid decorated terms as follows:
(x:S) =d t:T if (x:fsort(x)g 7! t:T ) 2 
(y:S) =d y:S if y 2 X§ and y 62 Dom()
(f(t1; : : : ; tn)) =d f((t1); : : : ; (tn)) otherwise:
SUBST denotes the set of all decorated substitutions. Let T ; TX  Td(S§;F ;X§). The set
of decorated substitutions of TX into T , written SUBSTjTX!T , is the set of all decorated
substitutions  such that 8t:T 2 TX , (t:T ) 2 T .
The composition of two decorated substitutions  and  , written  , is the composition
of the corresponding functions (  (t) = ((t)) for any term t).
It is important to notice that we do not try to compute the lowest sort of the term in
the image of , in order to test if this term belongs to a subsort of the variable. Instead,
we simply decide this using the sorts in the top decoration of the term modulo sort
inheritance.
Lemma 5.9. If t is a valid decorated term and  a decorated substitution, then (t) is a
valid decorated term.
Proof. This is an easy consequence of the application of the deduction rule
MeSubstitutivity. 2
Corollary 5.10. .
The composition    of two decorated substitutions ;  is a decorated substitution.
Equality and orderings over decorated substitutions are essentially the same as in the
classical order-sorted case.
Definition 5.11. .
Let  and  be two decorated substitutions, V  X§ a nite variable set.  is more gen-
eral than  over V, written  .Vd  , if 8t 2 ValidTd(S§;F ;X§) with Var(t)  V; (t) .d
(t). Then  is equal to  over V, written  =Vd  , if (x:fAg) =d (x:fAg) for all
x :: A 2 V.
Then we get back the classical equivalence of matching and term subsumption.
Proposition 5.12. .
Let t:S ; t0:S
0 2 ValidTd(S§;F ;X§). Then 9 2 SUBST; (t) =d t0 is equivalent to
t .d t0.
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As expected, it is sucient to nd a complementary substitution in order to prove sub-
sumption. However, as already in the unsorted universal algebra, this is not a necessary
condition and adding decorations does not change anything in this respect.
Proposition 5.13. .
Let (;P) be a specication, ;  be two decorated substitutions and V  X§ a nite
set of variables. Then:
9 :    =Vd  )  .Vd :
6. Strict Decorated Matching and Unication
Algorithms for matching and unication on decorated terms are designed in this sec-
tion, where we assume all terms in the input problems of the algorithms to be valid.
Matching and unication are called strict here because they are required to take into ac-
count at each node both the identity of function symbols and the equality of decorations
modulo the sort-inheritance closure.
6.1. a restricted version of semantic order-sorted matching
Let us rst clarify the basic notions. If t and t0 are decorated terms, then a (decorated)
matching equation has the form t .?d t0. A (decorated) matching problem M is either a
nite conjunction of matching equations, or a new symbol T denoting an empty con-
junction (
V
i2;  T), or F, a new symbol denoting an unsatisable problem. A matching
problemM = Vi2I(si .?d ti) is variable disjoint if the variables of the left-hand sides are
dierent from those on the right-hand sides.M is said to be in solved form if it is of the
form T, F or
V
i2I(xi :: Ai .?d ti:Si), such that xm 6= xn 2 X§ for m;n 2 I with m 6= n.
Finally, let us dene solutions of a matching problem.
Definition 6.1. .
Let M = Vi2I(ti .?d si). A substitution  is a (strict) solution (or D-match) of the
matching problem M, if for all i 2 I, (ti) =d t0i.
If M = F, then M has no D-match. The set of all D-matches of a problem M is
denoted Sol(M).
A decorated substitution  2 Sol(M) is called the principal D-match of M, if for all
decorated substitutions  2 Sol(M);  .Var(M)d  .
The rules in Figure 2 show how to compute a unique solved form for a decorated
matching problem. Their main characteristic is that the decorations in the two members
of a match equation should be equal modulo sort inheritance at each level (see in par-
ticular the rule MDecompose). Note that dierent decorations for the same variable
are also allowed (see MMerge), but if this occurs, they must be by denition of a S§
variable equal modulo sort inheritance.
Proposition 6.2. .(Hintermeier et al., 1992)
The rules in MATCHd are sound, complete and their application terminates for any
variable disjoint decorated matching problem M, yielding a unique solved form of M.
The next result explains how to extract the solution from the found solved form:
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MDelete M^ t .?d t0 =) M
if t =d t0
MDecompose M^ f(t1; : : : ; tn):S .?d f(t01; : : : ; t0n):S
0
=) M^ V i=1;:::;n(ti .?d t0i)
if S  S0
MConflict M^ f(t1; : : : ; tn):S .?d g(t01; : : : ; t0m):S
0
=) F
if f 6= g or S 6 S0
MMerge M^ x:T1 .?d t:S ^ x:T2 .?d t0:S
0
=) M^ x:T1[T2 .?d t:S
if x 2 X§ and t:S =d t0:S0
MMergeClash M^ x:T1 .?d t ^ x:T2 .?d t0 =) F
if x 2 X§ and t Àd t0
MVariableClash M^ f(t1; : : : ; tn):S .?d x:T =) F
if x 2 X§
MATCHd
Figure 2. .Rules for strict, syntactic, decorated matching.
Proposition 6.3. .(Hintermeier et al., 1992)
. Let Msf be the solved form of a matching problem M found by normalization using
the rules in MATCHd. If Msf has the form
V
i2I((xi :: Ai)
:Si .?d t0i:T
0
i ) such that the
condition 8i 2 I; Si  T 0i is satised, then  = fxi:Si 7! t0i:T
0
i gi2I is a principal D-match
of M, else there is no D-match for M.
Thus strict decorated matching is decidable, contrary to what occurs in the general
case for order-sorted matching in G-algebra. One may wonder how the undecidability of
typing in G-algebra is handled here. Clearly, the additional condition on the decorations
of a solution is the key element that brings decidability. It allows the use of exactly those
sort memberships of a term that can be found in its decoration, not necessarily all that
are true under the current presentation, as the following example shows:
Example 6.4. Let P = fa : A; b : B; x :: A; y :: B; x : B; f(x) : A; f(y) : B; a = bg.
If M1 = (f(x:fAg):fA;Bg .?d f(a:fA;Bg):fAg), then  = fx:fAg 7! a:fA;Bgg is the principal
D-match of M1 computed by MATCHd.
Let M2 = (f(x:fAg):fBg .?d f(a:fA;Bg):fAg). Then Sol(M2) = ;, because there is no way
to add the sort A to the decoration of f(x:fAg):fBg.
6.2. .strict decorated unification in sort inheriting presentations
Strict decorated unication uses a quite similar formalism. A (decorated) unication
equation is written t =?d t0, where t; t0 are decorated terms. A (decorated) unication
problem U is either a nite conjunction of unication equations, or an empty conjunc-
tion T  Vi2;, or F which denotes the unsolvable unication problem. Any unication
problem may be preceded by existential quantiers 9z1; : : : ;9zn.
Solved forms are a special form of unication problems that facilitates the extraction
of solutions. We use here a sorted version of the dag solved forms of .Jouannaud and
Kirchner (1991).
Definition 6.5. A unication problem U is in dag solved form, if it is
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1. T or F, or else,
2. of the form 9z1; : : :9zm;
V
i2[1:::n] xi
:Si =?d ti:Ti with xi 2 X§, such that
(a) 81  i < j  n; xi 6= xj,
(b) 81  i  j  n; xi 62 Var(tj),
(c) 81  i  n; if ti 2 X§; then ti 62 fz1; : : : ; zmg;
(d) 81  k  m; 91  j  n; zk 2 Var(tj),
(e) 81  i  n; Si  Ti.
A solution of a strict unication problem is dened with respect to a subset T of valid
terms, as follows:
Definition 6.6. Let P be a presentation, U = Vi2I(ti =?d t0i) be a conjunction of uni-
cation equations, and T  Td(S§;F ;X§). A decorated substitution  in SUBSTjTU!T ,
where TU = terms(U), is a strict decorated T -unier (with respect to P), if
8i 2 I; (ti) =d (t0i):
SUP(U)jT is the set of all strict decorated T -uniers of U .
In the case of T = ValidTd(S§;F ;X§),  may simply be called a strict decorated unier,
a D-unier, or a D-solution of U and the sux jT may be omitted. If P is clear from the
context, we write SU(U) instead of SUP(U).
The notion of a complete set of T -uniers is also relative to the subset T :
Definition 6.7. .
Let ((S;F);P) be a specication, U = Vi2I(si =?d ti) and T 
Td(S§;F ;X§). CSUP (U)jT is a T -complete set of uniers of the unication problem
U , if
1. CSUP(U)jT  SUP(U)jT , (soundness)
2. 8 2 SUP(U)jT : (9 2 CSUP(U)jT :  .Var(U)d ), (T -completeness)
3. 8 2 CSUP(U)jT ;    = . (idempotency)
As before, we may omit T in the case T = ValidTd(S§;F ;X§) or P if the current
presentation is non-ambiguous. Note that the denition of completeness relative to a set
of terms T is an essential renement of general completeness. The restriction is necessary
for our technique, since completeness of unication depends on sort inheritance, but
ValidTd(S§;F ;X§)-sort inheritance is undecidable in general. However, for particular
sets T  ValidTd(S§;F ;X§), we are able to decide sort inheritance.
The unication process is described in two parts: the rst, in Figure 3, gives the
transformation rules on non-degenerated problems, while the failure rules are given in
Figure 4. Of course, the unication equation symbol =?d is supposed to be commutative. A
total and well-founded ordering <V on variables in X§, satisfying y <V x if sort(y) <synS§
sort(x), is required for termination of the algorithm and extraction of solutions.
For all T  ValidTd(S§;F ;X§), this set of rules is sound, T -complete and terminat-
ing, if the presentation is T -sort-inheriting with respect to synS . This results from the
following propositions.
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UDelete 9~z : (U ^ t =?d t0)
=) 9~z : (U)
if t =d t0
UDecompose 9~z : (U ^ f(t1; : : : ; tn):S =?d f(t01; : : : ; t0n):S
0
)
=) 9~z : (U ^ V i2[1:::n](ti =?d t0i))
if S  S0
UCoalesce 9~z : (U ^ x:S =?d y:T )
=) 9~z : (Ufx:S 7! y:T g ^ x:S =?d y:T )
if x 2 Var(U); S  T and y <V x
UMerge 9~z : (U ^ x:T =?d t:S ^ x:T
0 =?d t0:S
0
)
=) 9~z : (U ^ x:T[T 0 =?d t:S ^ t:S =?d t0:S
0
)
if x 2 X§ and t:S 62 X§ and jt:S j  jt0:S0 j
UErase 9~z; z0 : (U ^ z0:#; =?d t:T )
=) 9~z : (U)
if z0 62 Var(U) [ Var(t:T )
and t:T 2 X§ implies sort(t)synS sort(z0)
and t:T 62 X§ implies fsort(z0)g  T
UIntersect 9~z : (U ^ (x :: hT i):S =?d (y :: hT 0i):S
0
)
=) 9~z; z0 : U ^ x:S =?d z0:hmin(T[T
0)i ^ y:S0 =?d z0:hmin(T[T
0)i
if hT i 1synS§ hT
0i; z0 :: hmin(T [ T 0)i; z0 62 Var(U) [ fx; yg
Figure 3. Transformation rules of UNIFd..
UConflict 9~z : (U ^ f(t1; : : : ; tn):S =?d g(t01; : : : ; t0p):T ) =) F
if f 6= g or S 6 T
UCheck* 9~z : (U ^ x1 =?d t1[x2]p1 ^ : : : ^ xn =?d tn[x1]pn ) =) F
if pi 6=  for some i 2 [1 : : : n]
UDecoClash 9~z : (U ^ x:S =?d f(t1; : : : ; tn):T ) =) F
if S / T
URemove 9~z : (U ^ (x :: hT i):S =?d (y :: hT 0i):S
0
) =) F
if hmin(T [ T 0)i 62 S§
Figure 4. Failure rules of UNIFd..
Proposition 6.8. .(Hintermeier et al., 1992)
The normal form obtained by applying the rules in UNIFd to any unication problem is
a dag-solved form.
A complete set of uniers is derived by computing the tree-solved forms (cf. .Jouannaud
and Kirchner (1991)) of the results. A dag-solved form yields a tree-solved form by
replacing xi by its value ti in all tj such that j < i and removing the unnecessary
existentially quantied variables. Note in the following proposition that the variables
occurring in the initial unication problem are not explicitly existentially quantied|
this is only done for newly introduced variables (see UIntersect).
Proposition 6.9. .
Let T  ValidTd(S§;F ;X§), (;P) be a T -sort-inheriting specication with respect to
synS . Then the rules in UNIFd are sound, T -complete and terminate for every input
unication problem U = Vj2J sj =?d tj. Let Usf = Vi2I (xi :: Ai):Si =?d t0i:T 0i be the
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solved form obtained by the application of UNIFd on a unication problem U and let
 =
S
i2[1:::n] i with i = ft0i:#; 7! xi:Sig if t0i 2 X§ and xi:#; <V t0i:#;, otherwise let
i = fxi:#; 7! t0i:T
0
i g.
Then fnfg is a CSUP(U)jT where nf is the tree-solved form of .
If Usf = F, then U has no strict decorated T -unier and if Usf = T, then any decorated
substitution of terms(U) into T , is a strict decorated T -unier of U .
Proof. The proof can be found in .Hintermeier et al. (1992). It is worth noticing that
the syntactic subsort relation is sucient for the calculation of a T -complete unier of
two variables, since (;P) is T -sort-inheriting and therefore there is no decoration of
some subterm in T that contains incomparable sorts without common subsort. 2
Corollary 6.10. .
Let T  ValidTd(S§;F ;X§) and (;P) be a T -sort-inheriting specication with respect
to synS . Then, sound and T -complete strict decorated unication is decidable.
Let us give an example for the application of UNIFd:
Example 6.11. .
Let P = fx :: A; y :: B; x : B; a : Ag and
U = (x:fAg =?d a:fBg ^ x:fAg =?d y:fBg ^ y:fBg =?d a:fA;Bg):
This is transformed by UCoalesce and UMerge into
U 0 = (x:fAg =?d a:fBg ^ x:fAg =?d y:fBg ^ a:fBg =?d a:fA;Bg);
which clashes because of UConflict. Note that UDecoClash may be applied at U al-
ready, yielding the same result. Hence, U has no D-unier, because (x:fAg) should have
the decorations fBg and fA;Bg at the same time.
Clearly, the required equality of the decorations of the potential images for x and y
prohibited the solvability of U , although P j= a : A is trivial. Only if the sort A is already
in the decoration of a (wherever it occurs in U), then there is a D-unier of U .
The essential dierence between this approach and the classical one for regular uni-
cation with flat term declarations as in .Jouannaud and Kirchner (1991), is the treatment
of the unication of a variable with a non-variable term. In the classical case, such an
equation x =?d t is solved by searching a substitution  for the variables in t, such that
the least sort of (t) is lower than the sort of x, but still as general as possible (see
the Abstract rule in .Jouannaud and Kirchner (1991)). This computation may be quite
expensive. When flat term declarations are replaced by general ones and regularity is not
assumed, it is even possible to prove the undecidability of the (x =?d t)-case .(Schmidt-
Schau, 1987).
However, special forms of term declarations, e.g. the so-called semi-linear declarations,
are still decidable .(Uribe, 1992). We think that these structural restrictions of term
declarations are too rough, since there are decidable theories that do not fulll them
(cf. Example 11.31 or the criterion on term declarations in .With (1992)). Instead, we
only take the sorts in the decorations of potential images of variables into account (see
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UDecoClash). These decorations need to be constructed by a mechanism outside the
unication algorithm. It is easy to see that we do not change them in UNIFd. Hence,
we pushed this source of undecidability outside of unication where more sophisticated
mechanisms and properties of membership theories can be used.
Another source of undecidability is the unication of two variables in presentations
with term declarations. The proof for the general unication can be found in .Schmidt-
Schau (1987) and for strict decorated unication in .Hintermeier (1992). The problem
becomes trivially decidable by restricting to sort inheritance with respect to synS . This
property is also undecidable in general, but a sucient condition is proposed in the sequel
to this paper.
7. .Decorated Term Rewriting Systems
Decorated and decoration rewrite rules are introduced in this section. The rst ones
perform as usual directed replacement of equals be equals, while the second ones incre-
ment the decorations. These two types of rule can be deduced from any given presentation
and provide the basis of the deduction process.
7.1. decorated equalities
A decorated equality is a pair of decorated terms. It is applied between two decorated
terms by D-matching the left- and right-hand sides to subterms at the same position.
Definition 7.1. A decorated equality is a pair of two decorated terms, denoted by
(p:S = q:S
0
) where p:S ; q:S
0 2 Td(S§;F ;X§).
The next denition of replacement of equals by equals, as well as the denition of
a rewriting step, are given for a set of occurrences in order to later dene a notion of
parallel reduction.
Definition 7.2. .
Let t:T ; t0:T
0
; p:S ; q:S
0 2 ValidTd(S§;F ;X§). We say that t:T is one-step-equal to t0:T 0 ,
using the set of decorated equalities E, if there exist a set of incomparable (w.r.t. )
occurrences O 6= ; with t:T =d t:T [u:U ]O, t0:T 0 =d t:T [u0:U 0 ]O, a decorated substitution 
and a decorated equality  = (p:S = q:S
0
) in E, such that  is a solution of the matching
problem (p:S .?d u:U ^ q:S
0 .?d u0:U
0
). This is denoted by t:T ¾‰O;;E t0:T
0
. If O is a
singleton f!g, we write t:T ¾‰!;;E t0:T
0
.
Note that this relation is, in general, undecidable, since the validity of terms is unde-
cidable.
7.2. decorated rewriting
A decorated rewrite rule is an ordered pair of decorated terms. It is applied on a
decorated term by D-matching the left-hand side to some subterm.
Definition 7.3. A decorated rewrite rule is an ordered pair of decorated terms denoted
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by (l:Sl ! r:Sr ), where l:Sl ; r:Sr 2 Td(S§;F ;X§), such that Sl  Sr and Var(l:Sl) Var(r:Sr ). A decorated rewrite system is a set of decorated rewrite rules.
Definition 7.4. . A decorated term t:S rewrites to t0:S
0
using the decorated rewrite system
R if there exist an occurrence set O 6= ; with t:S =d t:S [u:U ]O, a decorated substitution 
and a decorated rewrite rule  = (l:Sl ! r:Sr ) in R such that
1.  is a D-match from l:Sl to u:U ,
2. Sl = U and
3. t0:S
0
=d t:S [(r:Sr )]O.
This is denoted by t:S ‰O;;R t0:S
0
. If O is a singleton f!g, we also write t:S ‰!;;R t0:S
0
.
The symmetric closure of ‰R is written ¾‰R.
This denes the parallel reduction of all the redexes in O. Note that decorations are
increasing at redex occurrences, due to the condition Sl  Sr for decorated rewrite rules.
Example 7.5. Let a:fAg ! b:fA;Bg be a decorated rewrite rule in R. Then f :;(a:;) cannot
be rewritten, but f :;(a:fAg)‰R f :;(b:fA;Bg).
7.3. decoration rewriting
The purpose of decoration rewrite rules is to locally increment the set of sorts associated
to some node in a decorated term. In order to formalize this process as a reduction process,
a new set of variables V is introduced. Let us denote the elements of V by s; s0; s00. A
decoration rewrite rule is then given by a decorated term, say l, a set-variable s 2 V
that decorates the left-hand side, a sort expression s [ Sl, where Sl is a set of sorts, to
decorate the right-hand side, and a condition c(s) depending on the variable s. Applying
to t:U a decoration rewrite rule (l:s ! l:s[Sl if c(s)) amounts to D-match the decorated
term l:U to the decorated term t:U , to check the condition c(s) when s takes the value U
and to enrich the decoration U with Sl if c(U) is true.
Definition 7.6. A decoration rewrite rule is a conditional rewrite rule denoted by (l:s !
l:s[Sl if Sl / s) where l:Sl 2 Td(S§;F ;X§), such that s 2 V and Sl  S§ is a set of
sorts. A decoration rewrite system is a set of decoration rewrite rules.
Definition 7.7. . A decorated term t:S rewrites to t0:S
0
using the decoration rewrite
system D if there exist a set of occurrences O 6= ; with t:S =d t:S [u:U ]O, a decorated
substitution  and a decoration rewrite rule  = (l:s ! l:s[Sl if Sl / s) such that
1.  is a D-match from l:U to u:U ,
2. Sl / U , and
3. t0:S
0
=d t:S [(l:U ):U[Sl ]O.
This is denoted by t:S ‰O;;D t0:S
0
. If O is a singleton f!g, this is also written t:S ‰!;;D
t0:S
0
. The symmetric closure of ‰D is written ¾‰D.
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Example 7.8. Let (a:s ! a:s[fAg if fAg / s) be a decoration rewrite rule in D. Then
f(a:fBg):;‰D f(a:fA;Bg):;.
Let (f(x:fAg):s ! f(x:fAg):s[fAg) if fAg / s be another decoration rewrite rule in D.
Then f(a:fA;Bg):;‰D f(a:fA;Bg):fAg.
Given a pair (D;R) of decorated rewrite rules and decoration rules, we dene for two
decorated terms t:S and t0:S
0
, t:S ‰D[R t0:S
0
if t:S ‰R t0:S
0
or t:S ‰D t0:S
0
.
From now on, rhs() and lhs() denote as usual the right-hand side and left-hand
side, respectively, of a decorated/decoration rewrite rule .
7.4. decorated orderings
Finally, in order to extend to decorated terms the classical reduction orderings, we
compare the decorations of =nd-equal terms:
Definition 7.9. Let t:S and t0:S
0
be decorated terms, such that t:S =nd t0:S
0
. t:S is said
to be less decorated than t0:S
0
, written t:S b t0:S0 if 8! 2 Occ(t); Deco(tj! )  Deco(t0j! )
and 9! 2 Occ(t); Deco(tj! ) 6 Deco(t0j! ). The relation b is called decoration subsumption
ordering.
The classical notion of reduction ordering can now be extended on decorated terms in
a straightforward way. Such an ordering is useful for termination proofs.
Definition 7.10. .
Let ((S;F);P) be a presentation with bounded membership. A quasi-ordering >d over
Td(S§;F ;X§) is a decorated reduction ordering with respect to a rule set R, if there is
a reduction ordering > on T (;X ), such that
1. t >d t0 if and only if (tnd; t)(>;b)(t0nd; t0),
i.e. >d is the lexicographic ordering based on the undecorated ordering and the
decoration subsumption over pairs (tnd; t),
2. >d is compatible with R, i.e. 8(l! r) 2 R, l >d r.
A last notion, necessary for later induction proofs, is the downward closure of a set of
decorated terms with respect to a given ordering.
Definition 7.11. Let T  Td(S§;F) and > be a quasi-ordering over Td(S§;F). T is
downward closed with respect to > i for all t:S ; t0:S
0
the following holds:
t:S 2 T and t:S > t0:S0 ) t0:S0 2 T :
7.5. elementary properties of rewriting
In this section, the soundness of deduction with decorated and decoration rewrite rules
and equalities is studied. Furthermore stability of decorated/decoration rewriting under
context and substitution is also proven.
Let us rst introduce the notions of validity associated to sets of decorated and deco-
ration rewrite rules and equalities. Here we use extensively the T (;X )-assignments in
order to link decorated terms in Td(S§;F ;X§) and G-algebra terms in T (;X ).
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Definition 7.12. For any sets of decoration rewrite rules D, decorated rewrite rules R
and decorated equalities E, we say that
1. (l:s ! l:s[Sl if Sl / s) 2 D is valid in P, if l:Sl is valid in P,
2. (l:Sl ! r:Sr ) 2 R is valid in P, if l:Sl ; r:Sr are valid in P and for all  2 ASSX§T (;X ),
P ‘ (l:Sl) = (r:Sr ),
3. (p:Sp = q:Sq ) 2 E is valid in P if p:Sp ; q:Sq are valid in P and for all  2 ASSX§T (;X ),
P ‘ (p:Sp) = (q:Sq ).
Definition 7.13. .
To any sets of valid decoration rewrite rules D, of valid decorated equalities E and valid
decorated rewrite rules R, we associate canonically a set of formulas Form(D;E;R), that
is the union of
1. ft = t0 j t; t0 2 T (;X ) and 9t0 2 Td(S§;F ;X§); A 2 S§; such that
t:#; ¾‰D[E[R t0:fAg[U ¾‰D[E[R t0:#;g
2. ft : A j t 2 T (;X ) and 9t0 2 Td(S§;F ;X§); A0 2 S§; A0 synS§ hAi;
such that t:#; ¾‰D[E[R t0:fA
0g[Ug,
3. fEX t j t 2 T (;X ) and 9t0 2 Td(S§;F ;X§); A 2 S§; such that
t:#; ¾‰D[E[R t0:fAg[Ug.
Further results (Lemma 7.15, Theorem 8.1 and Proposition 10.3) will link Form(D;
E;R) and theorems in G-algebra. Let us rst state some properties of decorated replace-
ment of equals by equals which are easy to check and quite useful in what follows.
The next lemma considers one-step replacement and states successively that (1) mem-
bership to a sort is preserved, (2) propagation of decorations is correct, (3) the derived
equality is sound and (4) validity is preserved.
Lemma 7.14. .(Hintermeier et al., 1994)
. Let t:S be a valid term and  a valid element of D[E [R in P. If t:S ¾‰!;;D[E[R t0:S
0
then:
1. 8A 2 S; 8 2 ASSX§T (;X ), (P ‘ (t:S) : A) i (P ‘ (t0:S
0
) : A), .
2. 8hA; : : :i 2 S0 n S; 8 2 ASSX§T (;X ), (P ‘ (t:S) : A), .
3. 8 2 ASSX§T (;X ), (P ‘ EX (t:S))) (P ‘ (t:S) = (t0:S
0
)), .
4. t0:S
0
is also valid in P. .
The lemma is easily generalized .(Hintermeier et al., 1994) for all decorated terms
t:S ; t0:S
0
, where t:S and D[E[R are valid in P and t:S ¾‰D[E[R t0:S0 , using induction
on the length of ¾‰D[E[R.
Another consequence of Lemma 7.14 is the soundness of proofs in ¾‰D[E[R.
Lemma 7.15. .
Let D be a set of decoration rewrite rules, R a set of decorated rewrite rules and E a
set of decorated equations, such that all 0 2 D [ E [R are valid.
Then Form(D;E;R)  Th(P).
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Proof. Let  be a formula in Form(D;E;R). Then Denition 7.13 states, that there
must be a proof
t:#; ¾‰D[E[R t0:fA
0g[U ¾‰D[E[R t0:#; if  = (t = t0);
t:#; ¾‰D[E[R t0:fA
0g[U if  = (t : A) and
t:#; ¾‰D[E[R t0:fA
0g[U if  = (EX t);
such that A0 synS§ hAi, if  = (t : A). By denition of 
syn
S§ (see p. 465), there exists a
B 2 S, such that A0 = hB; : : :i with BsynS A in this case.
Let us start with  = (t : A). Since ¾‰D[E[R preserves membership and validity of
terms and t:#; is valid, we know that for all  2 ASSX§T (;X ), P ‘ ((t0:fA
0g[U ) : B) holds,
as well as P ‘ ((t:#;) : B). Since BsynS A, there exists some variable x of sort B, such
that P ‘ (x : A). Hence, MeSubstitutivity applied to (x : A) with  = fx 7! (t:#;)g
gives a proof of P ‘ (t:#;) : A.
In the case of  = (t = t0), since derived equalities are sound, we get that for all
 2 ASSX§T (;X ), P ‘ (t:#;) = (t0:fA
0g[U ) and P ‘ (t0:#;) = (t0:fA0g[U ). Hence we
get P ‘ (t:#;) = (t0:#;) by Transitivity and Symmetry.
If  = (EX t), then without loss of generality, let A0 = hC; : : :i with C 2 S. Since the
propagation of decorations is sound, we get that for all  2 ASSX§T (;X ), P ‘ (t:#;) : C.
Then we conclude that P ‘ EX (t:#;) by ExMembership.
Since t; t0 2 T (;X ), we can choose in any of the three cases above an , such that
jVar(t) is the identity, so Form(D;E;R)  Th(P). Note that we are sure that all sorts
are non-empty, thanks to Assumption 4.5. 2
As expected, decorated and decoration rewriting are stable by context and substitution:
Proposition 7.16. .(Hintermeier et al., 1994)
. If t:S ‰!;;D[R t0:S
0
, then
1. for every decorated substitution  for t:S, (t:S)‰!;;D[R (t0:S
0
),
2. for every decorated term u and any position  in u, u[t:S ]‰:!;;D[R u[t0:S
0
].
As a consequence, the symmetric relation¾‰ is also stable by context and substitution.
A last useful property allows working with representatives of =d-equivalence classes
when proving some rewriting proof properties in the following.
Proposition 7.17. .
Let t; t0; t; t0 2 Td(S§;F ;X§) such that t =d t0. Then t ‰!;;D[R t and t0 ‰!;
0;
D[R t0
implies t =d t0.
Proof. Let tj! =d u
:U , tj! =d u
0:U 0 and  2 R be l:Sl ! r:Sr (resp.  2 D be l:s !
l:s[Sl if Sl / s). Clearly, t[(l:Sl)] =d t =d t0 =d t0[0(l:Sl)] (resp. t[(l:U )] =d t =d t0 =d
t0[0(l:U )]). Therefore  =Var(l
:Sl )
d 
0 and consequently t[(r:Sr )] =d t0[0(r:Sr )] (resp.
t[(l:U ):U[Sl ] =d t0[0(l:U ):U[Sl ]). 2
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1 (u:#;):s ! (u:#;):s[fΩg if fΩg / s
For each non-variable subterm u of a term v appearing in a formula in P,
For such a rule, u:#; 2 Td(S§ ;F ;X§ ), s 2 V.
2 (u:#;):s ! (u:#;):s[fAg if fAg / s
For all (u : A) in P, such that u 62 X .
For such a rule, u:#; 2 Td(S§ ;F ;X§ ), s 2 V, A 2 S.
DP : decoration rules associated to P
1 p:#; = q:#;
For each equality (p = q) in P
EP : decorated equalities associated to P
Figure 5. Extraction of decorated/decoration rewrite rules from the presentation P. .
7.6. .converting presentations to decorated TRSs
Given a presentation P, Figure 5 describes how to extract a set of decorated equalities
EP and a set of decoration rules DP . Note that all variables in the constructed rules are
supposed to have their sort in their decoration due to the denition of decorated terms.
The rst kind of rule allows the use of existential declarations, the second one, term
declarations. It is superfluous to introduce decoration rules corresponding to variable
denitions (x :: A) or declarations (x : B) 2 P, thanks to the matching modulo sort
inheritance (i.e. these declarations are built in the matching and unication algorithms).
The sort Ω and the rst type of rule are useful at a theoretical level to deduce existence
formulas. In the following, we most often omit Ω on the decorations in order to ease
notation.
Application of decoration rules corresponds to a partial typing process, adding all
syntactic sorts of a term to its decorations. This rewrite-based decoration process is a
restricted application of the deduction rules of G-algebra concerned only by member-
ship formula deduction. The decoration process does not use the equational part of the
specication for deriving new sorts from equalities. It is thus in general incomplete in
the sense that it does not compute all the possible sorts of a term, even when this is
computable.
8. .A Birkho Theorem for G-Algebra
In order to get an executable version of deduction in G-algebra, we need to prove a
Birkho-like theorem stating that two terms can be proved to be equivalent using the
deduction rules of G-algebra i they can be proved equivalent by replacement of equals
by equals on decorated terms.
Given a set E of decorated equalities and a set D of decoration rewrite rules, ex-
tracted for instance from a presentation P as in the previous section, ¾‰D[E is
¾‰E [¾‰D and ¾‰D[E its reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure.
Theorem 8.1. . Let P be a -presentation. Let, furthermore, DP and EP respectively
be sets of decoration rewrite rules and equational axioms associated to P. Then Th(P) =
Form(DP ; EP ; ;).
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The proof is rather technical and long. It can be found in full detail in .Hintermeier
et al. (1994) and we only give here the main ideas of this crucial proof. It relies on the
step by step description of the correspondence between deductions and equational proofs
on decorated terms.
The rst step consists in proving that the use of¾‰DP[EP is sound with respect to
G-deduction. This is an obvious consequence of Lemma 7.15, since DP and EP are valid
by construction.
Lemma 8.2. .
If 9t0; A such that t:#; ¾‰DP[EP t0:fAg[U ¾‰DP[EP t0:#; then P ‘ t = t0.
If 9t0; A0 with A0 synS§ hAi, such that t:#; ¾‰DP[EP t0:fA
0g[V then P ‘ t : A.
If 9t0; A such that t:#; ¾‰DP[EP t0:fAg[V then P ‘ EX t.
Imposing in this last lemma that the set of decorations becomes non-empty at the top
is essential, as shown by the following example. For the presentation P:
a : A; b : B; f : C ! C; a = b
using¾‰DP[EP , we get
f(a:;):;‰DP f(a:fAg):;¾‰EP f(b:fBg):;
but P ‘ f(a) = f(b) is not a valid deduction, since there is no way to deduce that f(a)
exists in this G-algebra.
The second step of the proof consists of showing that every G-deduction can be mapped
to some replacement of equals by equals on decorated terms, using decorated substitu-
tions. We use an induction on G-deduction trees of the considered formulas (i.e. either
t = t0, t : A or EX t). Two deduction trees are compared using the lexicographic combi-
nation of the number of branchings as rst component, and the length of the derivation
as second component. Note that all terms in the constructed proofs are valid and the
used substitutions are the same as in the proofs given by the induction hypothesis, i.e.
they fulll the conditions of decorated substitutions. In the following, we simply write E
instead of EP and D instead of DP , in order to be more concise.
Since we have three types of formulas, we distinguish:
Case A: (P ‘ t = t0) ) 9t0; A such that t:#; ¾‰D[E t0:fAg[U ¾‰D[E t0:#;:
Case B: (P ‘ t : A) ) 9t0; A0 with A0 synS§ hAi such that t:#; ¾‰D[E t0:fA
0g[V .
Case C: (P ‘ EX t) ) 9t0 such that t:#; ¾‰D[E t0:fAg[V .
Note that all terms t:S in the constructed proof satisfy (t:S)nd 2 T (;X ) (written
(H1)), (t:S):#; ‰D t:S (written (H2)) and for all subterms u:U of t:S , there is a term
u0:U
0
, such that (u:U ):#; ‰D u0:U
0
and U 0 6= ; (written (H3)). All three are very useful
properties.
Case A: We reason by case on the possible ways to produce (t = t0).
1. Base case
If (t = t0) is an equality in P, then t:#;‰D t:fΩg by the rule (t:s ! t:s[fΩg if fΩg /
s). Therefore, t:#; ‰D t:#;:fΩg ¾D t:#; ¾‰E t0:#;. Note that all substitutions
needed for the application of the rules always satisfy the conditions of decorated
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substitutions, since variables are supposed to have their sort automatically in their
decoration. Properties (H1) and (H2) are obviously satised and property (H3)
follows by the decoration rule (u:s ! u:s[fΩg if fΩg / s), which is by denition in
DP .
Otherwise (t = t0) may be obtained from the application of one of the rules
Reflexivity, Symmetry, Transitivity, EqSubstitutivity or EqReplacement.
Let us consider each case.
2. Reflexivity EX t ‘ t = t.
Since the deduction tree for EX t is smaller, we can apply the induction hypothesis
and thus
P ‘ EX t) 9t0 such that t:#; ¾‰D[E t0:fAg[V :
Moreover the last proof satises (Hi)i2[1:::3], which implies that
t:#; ¾‰D[E t0:fAg[V ¾‰D[E t:#;:
The properties (Hi)i2[1:::3] also hold for the constructed proof.
3. Symmetry u = v ‘ v = u.
Since the deduction tree for u = v is smaller, we can apply the induction hypothesis
and thus get the result which is symmetric. The properties (Hi)i2[1:::3] hold again
for the constructed proof, since they are true by induction hypothesis.
4. Transitivity u = v; v = w ‘ u = w.
Since the deduction trees for u = v and v = w are smaller, we can apply twice
the induction hypothesis and concatenate the equational proofs. The properties
(Hi)i2[13] hold once more for the constructed proof, since they are subsumed by
induction hypothesis.
5. EqSubstitutivity r = r0 ‘ (r) = (r0),
with t  (r) and t0  (r0), where  denotes syntactic identity on terms in
T (;X ).
In this case, by induction hypothesis:
P ‘G r = r0 ) 9r0; A such that r:#; ¾‰D[E r0:fAg[U ¾‰D[E r0:#;:
For any P-conform substitution in G-algebra that associates to (xi :: Ai) a term ti
for which there exists a proof (ti : Ai), we have (ti : Ai) as an implicit subproof for
the preconditions of EqSubstitutivity. We also apply the induction hypothesis on
these membership proofs and therefore get
P ‘G ti : Ai ) 9t0i; A0i synS§ hAii such that ti:#; ¾‰D[E t0i:fA
0
ig[Ui :
Note that all substitutions in these proofs must be decorated substitutions, i.e. all
terms in their ranges are valid. Consequently,
9A0i; i 2 [1 : : : n]; such that (r):#; ¾‰D[E r:#;[t0i:fA
0
ig[Ui ] ¾‰D[E
r0:#;[t0i
:fA0ig[Ui ] ¾‰D[E (r0):#;:
The properties (Hi)i2[1:::3] follow from the induction hypothesis for (r = r0) and all
(ti : Ai) together with stability of decoration rewriting by substitutivity or context,
respectively.
6. EqReplacement t[u] = w; u = v ‘ t[v] = w.
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Both formulas t[u] = w and u = v are smaller than t[v] = w and by applying the
induction hypothesis, we get:
9t0; A such that t[u]:#; ¾‰D[E t0:fAg[U ¾‰D[E w:#; and
9t1; B such that u:#; ¾‰D[E t1:fBg[U 0 ¾‰D[E v:#;:
But since ¾‰D[E is stable under context, we can write:
t:#;[v:#;] ¾‰D[E t:#;[t1:fBg[U
0
]
¾‰D[E t:#;[u:#;] =d t[u]:#;
¾‰D[E t0:fAg[U
¾‰D[E w:#;:
The properties (Hi)i2[1:::3] are once more guaranteed by the induction hypothesis
on (t[u] = w) and (u = v) together with the stability of decoration rewriting by
context.
Case B: The proof follows the same principle as for Case A.
1. Base case
If t : A is a formula in P, then t:#;‰D t:fAg and u:#;‰D u:fΩg for all subterms
u:#; of t:#;. Clearly, this guarantees properties (Hi)i2[1:::3]. Otherwise t : A may be
obtained from the application of one of the rules Globality, VariableMembership,
MeReplacement or MeSubstitutivity.
2. Globality EX t ‘ t : Ω.
By induction we get t:#; ¾‰D[E t0:fAg[V . Then A synS§ hΩi and we are done.
This trivially provides properties (Hi)i2[1:::3].
3. VariableMembership x :: A ‘ x : A.
This is true because each variable is decorated by the sort given by its declaration.
(Hi)i2[1:::3] are trivial.
4. MeReplacement t[u] : A; u = v ‘ t[v] : A.
In this case, we apply the induction hypothesis on the rst premise and the result
of Case A on the second one. Thus we have:
9t0; A0 synS§ A such that t[u]:#; ¾‰D[E t0:fA
0g[U
and 9t1; B such that u:#; ¾‰D[E t1:fBg[U ¾‰D[E v:#;:
But since ¾‰D[E is stable under context, we can write:
t:#;[v:#;] ¾‰D[E t:#;[t1:fBg[U ]
¾‰D[E t:#;[u:#;] =d t[u]:#;
¾‰D[E t0:fA
0g[U ;
which concludes this case. (Hi)i2[1:::3] follow as in Case A, subcase
EqReplacement.
5. MeSubstitutivity t : A ‘ (t) : A.
Applying the induction hypothesis to (t : A) and all (ti : Ai) necessary for the proof
of P - conformity of , we get the conclusion, using the same construction as in the
EqSubstitutivity|subcase of Case A.
Case C: We start again with the easy cases:
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1. Base case
If EX t is a formula in P, then t:#;‰D t:fΩg: Clearly, these proofs have the prop-
erties (Hi)i2[1:::3]. Otherwise EX t may be obtained from the application of one
ExMembership, ExEquality, ExReplacement, ExSubstitutivity or
ExSubterm.
2. ExMembership t : A ‘ EX t.
Applying the result of Case B on t : A, we get the result.
3. ExEquality t = t0 ‘ EX t.
Applying the result of Case A on t = t0, we extract the result.
4. ExReplacement EX t[u]; u = v ‘ EX t[v].
Both formulas EX t[u] and u = v have a complexity smaller than EX t[v] and by
applying the induction hypothesis we get:
9t0; A such that t[u]:#; ¾‰D[E t0:fAg[U
and 9t1; B such that u:#; ¾‰D[E t1:fBg[U ¾‰D[E v:#;:
But since ¾‰D[E is stable under context, we can write:
t:#;[v:#;] ¾‰D[E t:#;[t1:fBg[U ]
¾‰D[E t:#;[u:#;] =d t[u]:#;
¾‰D[E t0:fAg[U ;
which concludes this case. For (Hi)i2[1:::3], see again Case A, subcase
EqReplacement.
5. ExSubstitutivity EX t ‘ EX (t).
Applying the induction hypothesis to EX t and all (ti : Ai) necessary for the proof
of P - conformity of , we get the conclusion, using the same construction as in the
EqSubstitutivity - subcase of Case A.
6. ExSubterm EX t[u] ‘ EX u.
This case follows from the induction hypothesis, property (H3).
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 2
9. Confluence and Critical Pairs
We now consider the case where equalities can be ordered into rewrite rules. Our
concern is to check under which conditions on the presentation we can obtain a set of
decoration and decorated rewrite rules that operationally are powerful enough to prove
equational, existential and membership theorems. This is the case if any equational proof
using D [R has a rewrite proof, i.e. a proof without peaks.
The goal of this section is to characterize confluence on a set T of valid terms. Dening
notions on non-valid terms is obviously nonsense, since this would allow for incorrect
interpretations using Theorem 8.1.
This can be exemplied by the following example:
Example 9.1. Let PDER be the following sort-inheriting presentation associated to (D; ;,
R) with
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D = fa:s ! a:s[fAg if fAg / s;
b:s ! b:s[fBg if fBg / s;
f((x :: A):fAg):s ! f((x :: A):fAg):s[fCg if fCg / s;
f((y :: B):fBg):s ! f((y :: B):fBg):s[fCg if fCg / sg
R = ff((x :: A):fAg):fAg ! (x :: A):fAg;
f((y :: B):fBg):fBg ! b:fBgg:
Clearly, D [ R is confluent on all valid terms, but the non-valid term f(a:fA;Bg):fCg
rewrites to both a:fA;Bg and b:fBg, which are irreducible.
9.1. T -confluence
Well-known notions are redened in a partial manner, i.e. with respect to a set of terms
T , as this was already done for unication.
Definition 9.2. Let R be a set of decorated rewrite rules, D a set of decoration rules
and T  Td(S§;F ;X§) a set of decorated terms.
 D [R is locally confluent on T if for all t:T ; t1:T1 ; t2:T2 2 T :
t1
:T1 ¾D[R t:T ‰D[R t2:T2 implies 9t0:T0 2 T : t1:T1 ‰D[R t0:T0 ¾D[R t2:T2 :
 D [R is confluent on T if for all t:T ; t1:T1 ; t2:T2 2 T :
t1
:T1 ¾D[R t:T ‰D[R t2:T2 implies 9t0:T0 2 T : t1:T1 ‰D[R t0:T0 ¾D[R t2:T2 :
Newman’s Lemma still has an equivalent form in the decorated case, when T is down-
ward closed with respect to a reduction ordering, especially‰D[R.
Lemma 9.3. .(Hintermeier et al., 1994)
. Let T  Td(S§;F ;X§) be a downward closed set of decorated terms with respect to
‰D[R. If‰D[R is terminating on T , then the local confluence of‰D[R on T implies
that D [R is confluent on T .
A simple example for a‰D[R-downward closed set is ValidTd(S§;F ;X§) .
9.2. definition and properties of critical pairs
The rewrite rule version of the typing process has been designed for expressing the
critical interactions between membership declarations and equalities in a convenient way.
Since the rst are now encoded into the decoration rewrite system D, this amounts to
dening adequate notions of critical pairs. Although the superposition mechanism used
to compute all critical pairs is uniform, we distinguish between decorated critical pairs,
that are equalities obtained by superposition inside a decorated rewrite rule of R, and
decoration critical pairs, that are conditional equalities obtained by superposition inside
a decoration rule of D. This last type of conditional critical pair gives rise to a new
decoration rule.
The main dierence with the classical denitions is once more partiality.
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Definition 9.4. . Decorated critical pairs (from superposition into rules of R)
Let T  Td(S§;F ;X§), g:Sg ! d:Sd be a rewrite rule in R and l:Sl ! r:Sr (resp. l:s !
l:s[Sl if Sl / s) be a rewrite rule in R (resp. D) with disjoint sets of variables.
The two rules overlap if there exists a position ! in the set of non-variable positions
of g:Sg , such that the decorated terms g:Sg j! (with Deco(g
:Sg j!) = U , Sl / U) and l:Sl
(resp. l:U ) have a T -complete, sound, non-empty set Ψ of strict decorated uniers. Then
for any  2 Ψ, the overlapped decorated term  (g:Sg ) produces the T -decorated critical
pair (p:S1 = q:S2) where p:S1 =d  (g:Sg [r:Sr ]!) (resp. p:S1 =d  (g:Sg )[ (l:U ):U[Sl ]!) and
q:S2 =d  (d:Sd).
In the particular case where ! = , we have U = Sg and so the critical pairs are:
p:S1 =d  (r:Sr ) and q:S2 =d  (d:Sd) (resp. p:S1 =d  (l):Sg[Sl and q:S2 =d  (d:Sd)).
The set of such T -decorated critical pairs is denoted by CP (R;R)jT (resp. CP (D;R)jT ).
Definition 9.5. . Decoration critical pairs (from superposition into rules of D)
Let T  Td(S§;F ;X§), (g:s ! g:s[Sg if Sg / s) be a rewrite rule in D and l:Sl ! r:Sr
be a rewrite rule in R (resp. (l:s ! l:s[Sl if Sl / s) a rewrite rule in D) with disjoint
sets of variables.
The two rules overlap if there exists a position ! in the set of non-variable positions
of g:s, such that the decorated terms g:;j! (with Deco(g:;j!) = U , Sl / U) and l:Sl (resp.
l:U ) have a T -complete, sound, non-empty set Ψ of strict decorated uniers. Then for
any  2 Ψ, the overlapped decorated term  (g):s produces the T -decoration critical pair
(p:s = q:s[Sg if Sg / s), where p:s =d  (g[r:Sr ]!):s (resp. p:s =d  (g[l:U[Sl ]!):s) and
q:s[Sg =d  (g):s[Sg .
The sets of such T -decoration critical pairs are denoted by CP (R;D)jT (resp. CP (D,
D)jT ). With T -critical pairs we mean T -decorated critical pairs or T -decoration critical
pairs. In the previous denition, we can restrict our attention to superpositions at posi-
tions ! 6=  in the set of non-variable positions of g, for the case of superposition of a
rule of R into a rule of D, since superpositions at the top position are already handled
in the denition of a decorated critical pair.
Example 9.6. . Let us consider an example of the superposition of a rule of R into a
rule of D. Assuming x :: A; y :: B, the rule:
f(y:fBg):fBg! a:fA;Bg
in R overlaps the rule:
(x:fAg + f(b:fBg):fBg):s ! (x:fAg + f(b:fBg):fBg):s[fAg if A / s
in D at position 2. This overlapping produces the critical pair:
(x:fAg + a:fA;Bg):s = (x:fAg + f(b:fBg):fBg):s[fAg if fAg / s:
Note that the right-hand side of this conditional critical pair is immediately reducible by
the rule in R. The simplied pair can be oriented into a new rule of D:
(x:fAg + a:fA;Bg):s ! (x:fAg + a:fA;Bg):s[fAg if fAg / s:
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To conclude this section, we prove the completeness of UNIFd for the unication prob-
lems in the sets of T -critical pairs, assuming its completeness over the set
strict subterm set(T ) of all strict subterms of elements in T . This is possible since we
do not superpose into variables.
Lemma 9.7. .
Let T  Td(S§;F ;X§) and let us assume that all terms in D[R are valid. If UNIFd
(see Figures 3 and 4) is strict subterm set(T )-complete, then it is also T -complete for
all unication problems in CP (R;R)jT , CP (R;D)jT , CP (D;D)jT and CP (D;R)jT .
Proof. Suppose that the unication problem has the form x:S =?d f(t1; : : : ; tn):T . If
S  T , this is already a problem in solved form. Otherwise the two terms are not
uniable. UNIFd decides accordingly and returns fg with  = fx:S 7! f(t1; : : : ; tn):T g
in the rst case, which is trivially a complete solution, and ; in the second.
Since the Denitions 9.5 and 9.4 do not allow variable overlaps, we must have in all
other cases an initial unication problem U of the form f(t1; : : : ; tn):T =?d g(t01; : : : ; t0m):T
0
.
If f 6= g, m 6= n or T 6 T 0, then there is no solution, else the solutions of U in T are the
same as those of
V
i2[1:::n] ti =?d t0i in strict subterm set(T ), where UNIFd is complete
by assumption. 2
9.3. overlapping computations
Let us now classify peaks of D [R. Let t:V ; t0:S0 ; t00:S00 be decorated terms such that
t0:S
0 ¾!;;0D[R t:V ‰;;
00
D[R t
00:S00
with l and g being, respectively, the left-hand sides of 0 and 00.
As usual for classifying peaks, let us consider the relative positions of the redexes tj!
and tj.
Disjoint case:  and ! are incomparable positions.
Variable overlap case: we can assume without loss of generality that  is the top position
 in t. Thus t =d (g) and there exists a variable x in g whose position in t is prex
of !.
Critical overlap case: again we can assume without loss of generality that  = . Then
t =d (g) and ! is a non-variable position in g.
Let us concentrate on the third case of critical overlap. The proof of the next result is
almost similar to the usual one (cf. .Huet (1980), .Jouannaud and Kirchner (1986)) and
can be found in .Hintermeier et al. (1994).
Lemma 9.8. T -Critical Pair Lemma .
Let t:V ; t0:S
0
; t00:S
00 2 T be decorated terms such that
t0:S
0 ¾!;;0D[R t:V ‰;;
00
D[R t
00:S00
with ! being a non-variable position on the left-hand side of 00. Then, there exists a
T -critical pair:
(p:S1 = q:S2) if 00 2 R; or (p:s = q:s[S if S / s) if 
00 2 D;
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of the rule 0 on the rule 00 at position !.
Moreover, there is a decorated substitution  in a T -complete set of decorated uniers
according to Denitions 9.4, 9.5, such that  &Wd  with W = Var(g) [ Var(l) and
there exists a decorated substitution  , such that t0:S
0 =d (p:S1) and t00:S00 =d (q:S2)
(resp. t0:S
0 =d (p:U ) and t00:S00 =d (p:S[U ) for some U / S).
Such peaks can be transformed into rewrite proofs, provided critical pairs are solved,
i.e. have rewrite proofs themselves.
Definition 9.9. A decorated critical pair (p:S1 = q:S2) is solved if both decorated terms
can be rewritten using ‰D[R into the same decorated term, written p:S1 #D[R q:S2 .
Definition 9.10. A decoration critical pair (p:s = q:s[S if S / s) is solved if for any
set of sorts U such that S / U , we have p:U #D[R q:U[S.
Theorem 9.11. .
Assume that P is a presentation given by a decorated rewrite system R and a set
of decoration rewrite rules D, such that ‰D[R is well-founded and T  Td(S§;F) is
downward closed with respect to ‰D[R [¤, where ¤ is the subterm ordering.
If all T -critical pairs of D [ R are solved, then for any proof on decorated terms
t0:S
0 ¾‰D[R t00:S
00
containing only terms in T , there exists a rewrite proof:
t0:S
0 ‰D[R u:U ¾D[R t00:S
00
:
Proof. Consider the proof P :
t0 = t0¾‰D[R t1 : : : tk−1¾‰D[R tk¾‰D[R tk+1 : : :¾‰D[R tn = t00:
We prove by induction on the multiset ft1; : : : ; tng using the multiset-extension of
‰D[R [¤ as induction ordering, that there is a rewrite proof without peak. Note that
the combined ordering‰D[R [¤ is well-founded if‰D[R is.
Assume P contains a peak:
tk−1¾!;;
0
D[R tk‰;;
00
D[R tk+1:
We are in one of the following cases, according to the relative positions of the redexes
tkj! and tkj .
Disjoint case: Then the two reductions commute:
tk−1‰;;
00
D[R u¾!;;
0
D[R tk+1;
since the sort information that is used is independent. The new proof is smaller
w.r.t. the induction ordering, since u is smaller than tk. Therefore, there must be a
rewrite proof for P 0:
t0 = t0¾‰D[R t1 : : : tk−1‰;;
00
D[R u¾!;;
0
D[R tk+1 : : :¾‰D[R tn = t00:
This must clearly also be a rewrite proof for P . Note that u 2 T , since T is
downward closed w.r.t.‰D[R [¤.
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Variable overlap case: Assuming that ! = :, one can construct, as in the classical case,
a substitution  such that
tk−1
‰;0D[R u0‰;;
00
D[R u
00 ¾;0D[R tk+1
Critical overlap case: If the upper rule application does not happen on , then we can
nd a peak, where all terms are strict subterms of the current peak and therefore we
get the confluence by the downward closure of T w.r.t. ¤ and stability by context
of the rewrite relation.
Suppose now, the upper rule application happens on . If it is a decorated crit-
ical pair, since all decorated T -critical pairs are solved and by stability of the
rewrite relation by substitution and context proved in Proposition 7.16, we have
tk−1
‰D[R u ¾D[R tk+1. Since tk−1; tk+1 are all smaller than tk, we have by
induction hypothesis a rewrite proof, thanks to downward closure of T .
Assume now that this peak corresponds to a decoration critical pair (p:s = q:s[S0
if S0 / s). Since all decoration T -critical pairs are solved, this implies again that
tk−1
‰D[R u ¾D[R tk+1, giving us as before the existence of a rewrite proof. 2
Let us now consider how to solve critical pairs in order to eliminate some easy cases.
Proposition 9.12. .
Any decoration critical pair between decoration rules in D at position ! 6=  is solved
by adding an enriched version of the upper decoration rule. Decoration critical pairs at 
are always solved.
Proof. Adding the rule  : ( (g[l:U[Sl ]!):s !  (g[l:U[Sl ]!):s[Sg if Sg / s) solves any
decorated critical pair of the form ( (g[l:U[Sl ]!):s =  (g):s[Sg if Sg / s). 2
To illustrate why the ! =  case is trivial consider the following small example:
Example 9.13.
Let D =

(1 : a:s ! a:s[fAg if A * s);
(2 : a:s ! a:s[fBg if B * s)

:
Then, a:fAg¾1D a:;‰2D a:fBg and clearly a:fAg‰2D a:fA;Bg¾1D a:fBg.
Proposition 9.14. Any decorated critical pair in CP (D;R) obtained by overlapping a
decoration rule into a decorated rewrite rule is solved by adding an enriched version of
the decorated rewrite rule and if ! = , then also a new decoration rule.
Proof. This is obvious, since the decoration on the left-hand side of the decorated
rewrite rule increases. In the case of a top position overlap, we also need to add to the
right-hand side the new sorts added by the decoration rule to the left-hand side. The
critical pair obtained by overlapping (l:s ! l:s[Sl if Sl / s) into (g:Sg ! d:Sd) using a
strict decorated unier  is solved in the case of ! 6=  by adding
 (g:Sg )[ (l:U ):U[Sl ]! !  (d:Sd)
where U = Deco(g:Sg j! ) and in the case of ! =  by adding
 (g:Sg ):Sg[Sl !  (d:Sd):Sd[Sg[Sl
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and
 (d):s !  (d):s[Sg[SlnSd if Sg [ Sl n Sd / s:
Note that g 62 X§ if ! = , since we do not calculate critical pairs on variable posi-
tions. 2
Proposition 9.15. Any decoration critical pair from R into D can be solved by adding
a decoration rule.
Proof. An extensive proof can be found in .Hintermeier et al. (1994). The critical pair
( (g[r:Sr ]!):s =  (g):s[Sg if Sg / s) can be solved by adding
 : ( (g[r:Sr ]!):s !  (g[r:Sr ]!):s[Sg if Sg / s): 2
Notation: CP (R;D) and CP (D;D) stand for the sets of decoration rules used to solve
these critical pairs. CP (;D) stands for the set of decoration rules generated by some
rule  2 D [R.
10. .Decorated Completion in Sort-inheriting Presentations
Our purpose is now to design a completion process that provides, whenever it does not
fail, from an initial sort-inheriting presentation P0, a saturated presentation P1 such
that Th(P) = Form(P1) and any formula  2 Form(P1) has a rewrite proof. Our
notation is consistent with .Bachmair (1991).
To P0 is associated the initial triple (D0; E0; R0) where E0 is usually the set of dec-
orated equalities EP0 , D the set of decoration rules DP0 associated to P0 as dened in
Section 7.6 and R0 is empty. The completion process is dened as a transformation rule
system OSC that transforms decorated presentations: P0 ‘OSC : : : ‘OSC Pk : : :. The re-
sulting decorated presentation is given by the limit P1 = (D1; E1; R1), where E1 = ;.
Notation: We write t:S ‰P1 t0:S
0
instead of t:S (‰R1[D1) t0:S
0
.
P1 satises the following properties, if the completion does not fail:
1. The Church{Rosser property of P1: any equational theorem (t = t0) has a rewrite
proof using P1, i.e. there exists a term t00 decorated by at least one sort A, such
that
t:#; ‰P1 t00:fAg[S
00 ¾P1 t0:#;
where S00 is a decoration.
2. The type completeness property of P1: any membership theorem (t : A), where
A 2 S, has a rewrite proof using P1, i.e. there exists t0 and A0 2 S§ with A0 synS§
hAi, such that
t:#; ‰P1 t0:fA
0g[S0
where S0 is a decoration.
3. The existential completeness property of P1: any existential theorem (EX t) has a
rewrite proof using P1, i.e. there exist t0 and A 2 S§ such that
t:#; ‰P1 t0:fAg[S
0
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where S0 is an arbitrary decoration.
Since E1 = ;, ‰P1 is actually rewriting with decoration rules in D1 and decorated
rules in R1.
The dual aspect of completion is the proof reduction process. Using the completeness
Theorem 8.1, proofs of interest in a decorated presentation P given by (D;E;R) are of
the form t:#; ¾‰D[E t0:fAg[U ¾‰D[E t0:#;. The set of completion rules is mirrored
by a a set of proof reduction rules which normalizes such a proof into a rewrite proof
t:#; ‰P1 t00:fAg[S
00 ¾P1 t0:#;.
10.1. .transformation rules for order-sorted completion
Equalities are ordered according to a given decorated reduction ordering >d on dec-
orated terms (see Denition 7.10). Rewrite rules from R and from D are compared by
dropping the conditions in D and using the following ordering, derived from .Dershowitz
and Jouannaud (1990):
Definition 10.1. The ordering on rewrite rules  is dened by
l:Sl ! r:Sr  g:Sg ! d:Sd
if after rst replacing sort variables by the empty set of sorts then
1. g:Sg ¢= d l:Sl (a subterm of l:Sl is an instance of g:Sg modulo sort inheritance and
not conversely),
2. or else l:Sl and g:Sg are subsumption equivalent (l:Sl . g:Sg and g:Sg . l:Sl) and
r:Sr >d d
:Sd in the given reduction ordering.
The completion procedure is expressed with the set OSC of transformation rules given
in Figure 6.
First of all, let us prove that OSC only generates valid decorated terms, rules and
equalities in each (Dk; Ek; Rk).
Lemma 10.2. .
Let (D0; E0; R0) ‘OSC (D1; E1; R1) ‘OSC : : : be a derivation starting with D0 = DP ,
E0 = EP and R0 = ;. Then for all k  0, all terms, all decorated and decoration rules
and all decorated equalities in (Dk; Ek; Rk) are valid in P.
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. For k = 0, obviously all terms t:S in DP[EP are
valid by the construction of DP [ EP . The equations are in one-to-one correspondence
with those in P and therefore also valid, since the set of all T (;X )-assignments is
equivalent to the set of all P-conform substitutions (by invariant H1 in Theorem 8.1)
and hence the substitutivity rules of DeduceGAlgebra in Figure 1 give the derivability
condition needed for valid equations/rules.
For k > 0, we get the validity of the terms in (Dk; Ek; Rk) by the fact that they either
can be reached from terms in (Dk−1; Ek−1; Rk−1) by¾‰Dk−1;Ek−1;Rk−1 , or result from
the application of a unier for two valid terms calculated by UNIFd and‰Dk−1[Rk−1 ,
or have a new sort in their top decoration, that was at the top of a valid term reachable
by¾‰Dk−1;Ek−1;Rk−1 in the last presentation. Consequently, these terms are also valid,
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1 Orient SD
D;E [ fp:S = q:S0g; R
D;E;R [ fp:S ! q:S0g
if p:S >d q
:S0 and S  S0
2 Orient NSD
D;E [ fp:S = q:S0g; R
D [ f(q:s ! q:s[SnS0 if S n S0 / s)g; E;R [ fp
:S ! q:S[S0g
if p:S >d q
:S[S0 and S / S0 and q 62 X§
3 Deduce
D;E;R
D;E [ f(p:S = q:S0 )g; R
if (p:S = q:S
0
) 2 CP (R;R) [ CP (D;R)
4 Deduce deco
D;E;R
D [ f(p:s ! p:s[S if S / s)g; E;R
if (p:s = p:s[S if S / s) 2 CP (R;D) [ CP (D;D)
5 Simplify
D;E [ f(p:S = q:S0 )g; R
D;E [ f(p00:S00 = q:S0 )g; R
if p:S‰;D[R p00:S
00
6 Delete
D;E [ f(p:S = q:S0 )g; R
D;E;R
if p:S =d q:S0
7 Compose
D;E;R [ f(l:Sl ! r:Sr )g
D;E;R [ f(l:Sl ! r0:Sr0 )g if r
:Sr‰;D[R r0:Sr0
8 Compose D deco
D [ f(p:s ! p:s[S if S / s)g; E;R
D [ f(p0:s ! p0:s[S0 if S0 / s)g; E;R
if p:S‰!;;D p0:S
0
9 Compose R deco
D [ f(p:s ! p:s[S if S / s)g; E;R
D [ f(p0:s ! p0:s[S if S / s)g; E;R
if p:S‰!;;R p0:S and ! 6= 
10 Subsume deco
D [ f(p:s ! p:s[S if S / s)g; E;R
D;E;R
if p:;‰;;D p:S
0
with S  S0 and (p:s ! p:s[S if S / s) 6= 
11 Collapse
D;E;R [ f(l:Sl ! r:Sr )g
D;E [ f(l0:Sl0 = r:Sr )g; R if l
:Sl‰;D[R l0:Sl0 & l:Sl ! r:Sr  
Figure 6. OSC The completion rules for decorated terms. .
because of Lemma 7.14, used together with the induction hypothesis, and the fact that
UNIFd calculates solutions containing only valid terms, provided the initial unication
problem was constituted of such terms, too.
The validity of the decorated rewrite rules and equalities in (Dk; Ek; Rk) is now a conse-
quence of EqReplacement, Symmetry and EqSubstitutivity. Validity of decoration
rewrite rules follows immediately from the validity of all terms. 2
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10.2. .correctness and proof reduction
Correctness of completion amounts to proving that any formula provable in a decorated
presentation P obtained during the completion is equivalently provable in P0, the initial
presentation.
Proposition 10.3. . The transformation rules in OSC are sound with respect to deduc-
tion in G-algebra. In other words, if the completion starts with P0 = (DP ; EP ; ;) and
P0 ‘OSC : : : ‘OSC Pk, then Form(P0) = Form(Pk).
Proof. We show the following property H for all Pk, k  0, by induction on k: for any
terms t; t0; t00,
1. ( t:#; ¾‰Pk t00:S
00[fAg ¾‰Pk t0:#;) if and only if t = t0 2 Form(P0),
2. (9A0 synS§ hAi : t:#; ¾‰Pk t0:S
0[fA0g) if and only if (t : A) 2 Form(P0),
3. (t:#; ¾‰Pk t0:S
0[fAg) if and only if (EX t) 2 Form(P0).
The base case is a consequence of Theorem 8.1, since Pk = P0. The induction step
from Pk to Pk+1 assumes the equivalence for Pk and shows then the same equivalence
for Pk+1. We denote Pk simply P = (D;E;R) and Pk+1 simply P 0 = (D0; E0; R0).
The rst direction of the equivalence ()) results from Lemma 10.2 that guarantees the
validity of all decorated rewrite rules, equalities and decoration rewrite rules. Remember
that the rewrite relation is dened using substitutions, that are valid in P only. This does
not change when we write ¾‰Pk , i.e. validity is still used w.r.t. the initial G-algebra
presentation. Hence, we can apply Lemma 7.15 in order to get Form(P 0)  Form(P0).
The second direction of the equivalence (() is proved by transforming any proof of
H in P into a proof of the same formula in P 0. Thus Form(P)  Form(P 0) and by
induction hypothesis Form(P) = Form(P0), which implies Form(P0)  Form(P 0).
This is shown using the proof reduction relation =) given in Appendix A.1. We give
to the proof reduction rules the same name as the completion rules except that they are
underlined. The full proof is given in .Hintermeier et al. (1994), we only give here the
basic idea and a signicant case.
The relation =) works independently of the current decorated presentations: a given
proof Ψ reduces via =) into a proof Ψ0, ignoring whether the rules used in Ψ0 actually
exist in P or P 0. However, if a completion rule CR is applied to P, then, by construction
of the transformation CR, the rules used in the P 0 proof Ψ0, obtained from Ψ in P by
application of CR, must exist. Hence, we only use dummy exponents D#; E#; R# instead
of D;E;R;D0; E0; R0, in order to indicate the kind of equation or rewrite rule used in the
proof.
Let Ψ be a proof in (D;E;R) and Ψ0 a proof in (D0; E0; R0). Let furthermore  be the
proof that is obtained from Ψ by replacing any relation‰!;;R , ‰!;;D and ¾‰!;;E
in Ψ by ‰!;;
R#
, ‰!;;
D#
and ¾‰!;;
E#
, respectively. Let 0 stand for the proof that
can analogously be obtained from Ψ0, where D0; E0; R0 are also replaced by D#; E#; R#.
Now, formally, the pair of proofs (Ψ;Ψ0) is in the proof reduction relation =), if  can
be transformed into 0 using one of the transformation rules for =) corresponding with
the completion rules. We may then simply say that the transformation rule is applied to
Ψ.
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Let us show how to construct the proof reduction on the example of the orientation
rules.
Orient (N)SD: If q 2 X§ with (q :: A) 2 P, we can be sure that S0  fAg (see
Denition 5.1). Furthermore, the condition of the two completion rules guarantee that
only Orient SD is applicable and hence S  S0, i.e. fAg  S[S0. If fAg 6 S[S0, then
the equation is clearly not orientable and the completion fails. We show in Section 10.4
how we can go on in this case.
Suppose that the equality p:S = q:S
0
is applicable at some term t at occurrence ! using
, yielding t0. Then tj! =d (p:S) and t0j! =d (q:S
0
) by Denitions 6.1 and 7.2, thus the
proof reduction is dened by
(t[(p:S)] =d t¾‰!;;p
:S=q:S
0
E#
t0 =d t[(q:S0)]) =) (t‰!;;p
:S!q:S[S0
R#
t00 0;1¾!;;
D#
t0);
where
{  is q:s ! q:s[SnS0 if S n S0 / s,
{ t00 =d t[(q:S0):U ] (by Proposition 7.17) and
{ U = Deco((q:S
0
)) [ (S n S0).
Note that the equality symbol is commutative and therefore the inverse application
of a rule can be transformed analogously. Note, furthermore, that Deco((q:S
0
)) is not
necessarily S0, since q may be a variable in which case  can extend the decoration. 2
Let us now extend the set of proof reduction rules =). The last case to consider are
peaks which are implicitly reducible in any decorated presentation, i.e. peaks without
critical pairs. Theorem 9.11 allows reducing such peaks by proof reduction rules of the
form:
t0:S
0 ¾0
D#[R# t
:S ‰00
D#[R# t
00:S00 =) t0:S0 ‰00
D#[R# t0
:S0 ¾0
D#[R# t
00:S00 ;
called Peak without overlap and Peak with variable overlap according to the current
peak type. Note that t; t0; t00 denote any decorated terms in this rule. The next step
is to prove that =) is well-founded.
Lemma 10.4. . The proof reduction relation =) is well-founded.
Proof. Let us dene the complexity measure of an elementary proof step by
c(t:S1 ‰
D#
t:S2) = (ft:S1g; ; t:S2);
c(t:S1 ¾‰
E#
t0:S2) = (ft:S1 ; t0S2g; ;−);
c(t:S1 ‰
R#
t0:S2) = (ft:S1g; ; t0:S2):
By convention, the complexity of the empty proof  is c() = ;. The complexities of
elementary proof steps are compared using the lexicographic combination denoted >ec
of the multiset extension of >d on decorated terms,  on formulas and again >d on
decorated terms. Since >d and  are well-founded, so is >ec.
The complexity of a non-elementary proof is the multiset of the complexities of its
proof steps. The complexities of non-elementary proofs are compared using the multiset
extension >c of >ec, which is also well-founded. Note that t =d u, t0 =d u0 and t <d t0
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implies u <d u0, by Denition 7.10 of decorated reduction orderings. Therefore, we can
work with a representative of the equivalence class modulo =d of a term occurring in a
proof.
We continue our example of the Orient-rules:
Orient (N)SD:
Let t =d t[(p:S)] and t0 =d t[(q:S0)].
c(t¾‰;p:S=q:S
0
E#
t0) = f(ft; t0g; p:S = q:S0 ;−)g >c
c(t[(p:S)] ‰0;p:S!q:S[S
0
R#
t[(q:S
0
):U ] 0;1¾;
D#
t[(q:S
0
)]) = f(ftg; p:S ! q:S[S0 ; t[
(q:S
0
):U ])g[H, where H is ; or f(ft0g; ; t[(q:S0):U ])g and  is q:s ! q:s[SnS0 if SnS0 /
s, since ft; t0g >multd ftg; ft0g. 2
The exact correspondence between the proof reduction =) and the derivation ‘OSC is
stated by the following results. The proof reduction rules must reflect the rules of OSC
in the following sense: at each step ‘OSC , a given proof either does not change or is
transformed into another one by =).
Definition 10.5. .(Bachmair, 1991)
The proof reduction =) reflects ‘OSC if whenever (Di; Ei; Ri) ‘OSC (Di+1; Ei+1; Ri+1)
and Ψ is a proof in (Di; Ei; Ri), then there is a proof Ψ0 in (Di+1; Ei+1; Ri+1) such that
Ψ =) Ψ0.
Because the =)-rules have been built from the rules of OSC, it is easy to verify that:
Proposition 10.6. .
=) reflects ‘OSC.
10.3. fairness and completeness
The fairness hypothesis states that any proof reducible by =) will eventually be
reduced. In other words, no reducible proof is forgotten. Fairness species under which
conditions a control for applying rules of OSC is correct. For our purpose, fairness is
again dened relatively to a subset T of valid terms.
Definition 10.7. . Let T  Td(S§;F ;X§). A derivation (D0; E0; R0) ‘ (D1; E1; R1) ‘
: : : is T -fair if whenever Ψ is a proof in (Di; Ei; Ri), that uses only terms in T and is
reducible by =), then there is a proof Ψ0 in (Dj ; Ej ; Rj) at some step j  i such that
Ψ +=) Ψ0.
When T = ValidTd(S§;F ;X§), we drop the T prex, since the notion is then obviously
equivalent to classical fairness. Let us dene:
D =
S
i0Di E =
S
i0Ei and R =
S
i0Ri
D1 =
S
i0
T
j>i
Dj E1 =
S
i0
T
j>i
Ej and R1 =
S
i0
T
j>i
Rj :
A sucient condition to satisfy the fairness hypothesis can be given. Note that a set
of rewrite rules is called interreduced if no further simplifying completion rule can be
applied.
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Proposition 10.8. . Let T  Td(S§;F ;X§) and suppose UNIFd (see Figures 3 and 4)
is strict subterm set(T )-complete. A derivation (D0; E0; R0) ‘ (D1; E1; R1) ‘ : : : : using
UNIFd for the calculation of critical pairs is T -fair if E1 is empty, all critical pairs of
D1 [R1 are in D [ E and D1 [R1 is interreduced.
Proof. We have to prove that if Ψ is a proof in (Di; Ei; Ri) that uses only terms in T
and is reducible by =), then there is Ψ0 in (Dj ; Ej ; Rj) at some step j  i such that
Ψ +=) Ψ0.
If one of the transformation rules Orient SD/NSD, Simplify, Delete, Compose,
Compose D deco / R deco, Subsume deco, or Collapse applies to Ψ, then (Di; Ei; Ri) 6=
(D1; E1; R1), otherwise either E1 6= ; or D1 [R1 is not interreduced. So one of the
rules of OSC applies.
If the transformation rule Deduce or Deduce deco applies with a non-persisting rule
then for some j  i, (Di; Ei; Ri) ‘ : : : ‘ (Dj ; Ej ; Rj) where (Dj ; Ej ; Rj) no longer con-
tains this rule. If the transformation rule Deduce or Deduce deco applies with persisting
rules, then either the corresponding critical pair has already been computed at some
step k  i, in which case we can transform Ψ into Ψ0 thanks to Proposition 10.6, or by
hypothesis there exists k > i such that the computed critical pair is in Dk [Ek, since all
terms in Ψ are in T and UNIFd is complete for the unication problems in CP (R;R)jT ,
CP (R;D)jT , CP (D;D)jT and CP (D;R)jT as a consequence of Lemma 9.7. Note, that
since E1 = ; by hypothesis, then for some j > k > i, (Di; Ei; Ri) ‘ : : : ‘ (Dj ; Ej ; Rj)
where Ej no longer contains the critical pair.
For all these cases, since =) reflects ‘, Ψ +=) Ψ0.
If either Peak without overlap, or Peak with variable overlap applies, then by Theo-
rem 9.11, P contains a peak that can be replaced by a rewrite proof t0 ‰ u ¾ t00. Then
j = i and Ψ +=) Ψ0. 2
For a fair derivation, the resulting decorated presentation satises the property that
any equational proof has a normal form which is a rewrite proof. We then get the main
result of this section:
Theorem 10.9. . Let P0 be sort-inheriting and (D0; E0; R0) ‘OSC (D1; E1; R1) ‘OSC : : :
be a fair derivation. Then P1 is terminating, Church{Rosser, type complete and exis-
tentially complete on ValidTd(S§;F ;X§). Moreover Th(P) = Form(P0) = Form(P1).
Proof. Th(P) = Form(P0) is a consequence of Theorem 8.1. The termination property
of D1 [ R1 is obvious since all equations are oriented with respect to a xed reduc-
tion ordering >d. Furthermore, the derivation is ValidTd(S§;F ;X§)-fair and any proof
t:#; ¾‰D0[E0[R0 t0:S
0
has a rewrite proof in P1. This guarantees the Church{Rosser
property, as well as type and existential completeness. Finally Form(P0) = Form(P1)
is a consequence of Proposition 10.3. 2
It should be noted that the presented rules for completion do not include rules for
simplifying at the top occurrence decoration rules with decorated rewrite rules. This is
solved by decoration critical pairs that add the simplied versions of the decoration rules
without deleting their old versions. Hence, a lot of decoration rules may be generated
during a fair derivation. However, including more simplication for decoration rules is
yet an unsolved point.
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Detect Subsort
D;E [ fp:S[fBg = (x :: A):S0g; R
?;?;?
if x 2 X§ and x :: A 2 P and not A synS§ B
Figure 7. Test for non-equality of synS and semS ..
10.4. .changing the subsort relation
The unication algorithm needed for the completion process assumes, of course, the
subsort relation to stay static, but this may not be the case. Non-equality of synS and
semS can be tested by using the Detect Subsort rule shown in Figure 7, which can be
added to OSC.
When the rule Detect Subsort is used in OSC together with a fair strategy, we get
the following result:
Proposition 10.10. .
Let synS be a syntactic sort-ordering used for the completion of P, a sort-inheriting
presentation with respect to synS . Let, furthermore, (DP ; EP ; ;) = (D0; E0; R0) ‘
(D1; E1; R1) ‘ : : : be a derivation using OSC with a fair strategy.
Detect Subsort applies i synS 6=semS .
Proof. First of all, if Detect Subsort is applicable, then clearly synS 6=semS . Now,
suppose synS 6=semS and Detect Subsort does not apply. Hence, there are sorts A;B,
such that A semS B, but not AsynS B. Therefore Theorem 8.1 implies the existence of
a corresponding proof Ψ : x:fAg ¾‰P0 t:S[fB
0g with B0 synS§ B for a variable x with
(x :: A) 2 P.
From fairness and termination of =) (see Proposition 10.4), and if Detect Subsort
does not apply, there exists a rewrite proof form Ψk of Ψ after a nite number of steps k,
since any peak must be reduced after a nite number of steps yielding a strictly smaller
proof. Let t0:S
0
be the normal form of x:#; =d x:fAg in Ψk.
Assume t0 62 X§. Clearly, A must be in S0, since decoration and decorated rewriting
can only increase the top decoration. Therefore,  = fx:fAg 7! t0:S0g is a decorated
substitution. If x 2 Var(t0:S0), then (x:fAg) is a strict subterm of (t0:S0). Otherwise,
if x 62 Var(t0:S0), then (x:fAg) =d (t0:S0). In both cases, we obtain a contradiction to
the well-foundedness of >d, since (x:fAg) rewrites to a non-variable term that contains
(x:fAg). Hence, t0 62 X§ is impossible, not even for intermediate terms in Ψk.
Moreover, t0 = x must hold, because of Var(r)  Var(l) for any decorated rewrite
rule l ! r by denition. So, we can be sure that Ψk : x:#; ‰Rk x:T[fB
0g and any
(i : li:Si ! ri:S0i) 2 Rk used in Ψk must satisfy (li)nd = (ri)nd = x and Si  S0i  fAg
by the denition of decorated variables. But this is again in contradiction with the well-
foundedness of >d. Note that decoration rewrite rules cannot be used in Ψk, because
variable decoration rules are inapplicable due to an unsatisable condition.
Consequently, Ψk cannot exist and Detect Subsort must be applicable. 2
In the case where Detect Subsort applies, we have just proved that synS semS and
the syntactical ordering on sorts should be extended before a new attempt of completion.
But several situations may then occur, as in the following examples, where dierent kinds
of extensions to the syntactical ordering are illustrated.
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Detect NonSI
D [i2[1:::n] f(pi:s ! pi:s[Si if Si / s)g; E;R?;?;?
if (9 ; 8i 2 [1 : : : n− 1];  (pi:;) =  (pi+1:;))
and (9S  S i2[1:::n] Si; @C synS§ S)
Figure 8. Sort Inheritance Test Rule. .
Example 10.11. Let S = fA;B;C;Dg, 1 be the initial syntactic subsort relation and
2 be the one where the new extensions are added. We can add in 2 a relation between
the following.
1. Incomparable sorts: If 1= ; and 2= f(A;B)g, then any solution of a unication
problem of the form (x :: A =?d y :: B) is incomplete. So we have to restart the
critical pair computation.
2. Comparable sorts: If 1= f(A;B)g and 2= f(A;B); (B;A)g, then we add a cycle.
To satisfy Assumption 4.5 again, we have to replace A or B in the last presentation
by a unique representative sort. We may need to re-orient some rules. If some
condition of a decoration rewrite rule becomes unsatisable, then this rule can of
course be deleted. Finally, as in the rst case, the critical pair computation has to
be restarted.
11. Checking Sort Inheritance
We are now left with the problem of checking the sort inheritance property of a deco-
rated presentation. The idea is to characterize non-sort inheritance on a set of decorated
terms T by a property of the decoration rule set: D must contain a set of rules whose
left-hand sides are uniable and that produce the adjunction of sorts S without common
subsort C synS§ S. This characterization is possible if D is confluent on T and any term ofT is reachable by D only. A corresponding test can be realized by a rule Detect NonSI
shown in Figure 8.
Given a set of decoration rules D, a typing proof of a term t:T is a decoration rewriting
proof of the form t:#; ¾‰D t:T and terms with a typing proof are simply called typable.
Proofs in which all terms are typable are therefore called typable, too.
The rst step (done in Section 11.1) is to prove that our test on decoration rules is
sucient to ensure sort inheritance on all typable terms, ifD is confluent and terminating.
The second step (in Section 11.2) is the observation that the proofs constructed by
Theorem 8.1 are typable.
This motivates the search of a well-founded proof reduction giving rewrite proofs as
normal form and maintaining the typability property. Such a proof reduction is called
typing conservative. We thus get sort inheritance on the set of valid decorated terms
ValidTd(S§;F ;X§): if t:S is valid and is a counterexample for sort inheritance, then
there exists a proof Ψ in P0, such that
Ψ : (t:#; ¾‰P0 t1:S1 ¾‰P0 t:#; ¾‰P0 : : : ¾‰P0 tn:Sn ¾‰P0 t:#;)
with S  Si2[1:::n] Si. Therefore, there is a proof normal form Ψnf : (t:#; ‰Pk t0:S0) un-
der the proof reduction with S  Si2[1:::n] Si  S0, i.e. t0:S0 is also a valid counterexample
for sort inheritance, provided any formula in Pk is valid. Hence, by typing conservation,
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t0:#; ¾‰Dk t0:S
0
and it is sucient to test sort inheritance on all typable terms in Pk
in order to nd a counterexample.
The real diculty is to nd a typing conservative proof transformation. Unfortunately,
when dealing with non-linear decoration rules, the proof transformation =) is too general
for this propagation, since the simplication of terms can be done at arbitrary occur-
rences. This means that the reduction by‰R could destroy the typability of a term, i.e.
its reachability by‰D.
Let us give a simple example of the problem that occurs with non-linearity.
Example 11.1. Let P = (D; ;; R) be the following decorated presentation:
D = fa:s ! a:s[fAg if fAg / s;
b:s ! b:s[fAg if fAg / s;
f((x :: A):fAg; x:fAg):s ! f(x:fAg; x:fAg):s[fCg if fCg / sg;
R = fa:fAg ! b:fAgg
Then we have the following reductions:
f(a:;; a:;):; ‰D f(a:fAg; a:fAg):; ‰D f(a:fAg; a:fAg):C
#R #R
f(b:;; a:;):; ‰D f(b:fAg; a:fAg):; X‰D f(b:fAg; a:fAg):C
#R #R
f(b:;; b:;):; ‰D f(b:fAg; b:fAg):; ‰D f(b:fAg; b:fAg):C
This shows that a reduction by R may destroy the reducibility by D. Hence,
f(b:fAg; a:fAg):C is no longer typable.
In Sections 11.3, 11.4 and 11.5, three directions are attempted to extend the test of
sort inheritance to all valid decorated terms.
11.1. .testing sort inheritance on D-closed sets
The main goal of this section is the construction of a test for sort inheritance on the
set of decorated terms T reachable from Td(S§;F ;X§):#; with decoration rules only. The
notion of D-closure of a set of terms is needed to dene this set.
Definition 11.2. Let (D;E;R) be a decorated presentation. A set T  Td(S§;F ;X§)
is D-closed if, for all t 2 T ,
1. t:#; 2 T , .
2. t ¾‰D t0 implies t0 2 T , and .
3. t 2 T implies 8! 2 Occ(t); tj! 2 T . .
The D-closure reachD(T :#;) of a set T :#; of terms with empty decorations is therefore
the set:
ft j 9t0 2 T :#;; t0 ¾‰D t00 and 9! 2 Occ(t00); t =d t00j!g:
Note that strict subterm set(reachD(T :#;))  reachD(strict subterm set(T :#;)) is
an immediate consequence of the fact that decoration rewrite rules do not change the
structure of a term and of Conditions 1 and 3.
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Proposition 11.3. .
Let P = (D;E;R) be a strict subterm set(T )-sort-inheriting decorated presentation,
such that D is valid and confluent on T with T = reachD(T :#;). Then P is T -sort-
inheriting with respect to synS i for all t 2 T ; t:#; ‰D t:T implies that there is a sort
C 2 S with 8hA : : :i 2 T; CsynS A.
Proof. ): This is obvious because of T = reachD(T :#;).
(: Since P is already strict subterm set(T )-sort inheriting, we only have to check top
decorations. We prove that no t0:T
0 2 T can be a counterexample for T -sort inheri-
tance with respect to synS . If t0:T
0 2 T , then there must be a term t:#; 2 T , such
that t:#; ¾‰D t0:T
0
. Since D is confluent, t:#; has a unique (modulo sort inheritance)
D-normal form t00:T
00
and furthermore t0:T
0 ‰D t00:T
00
.
Since there is a C 2 S, such that 8hA : : :i 2 T 00, CsynS A, we also know that 8hA : : :i 2
T 0, CsynS A, because of T 0  T 00. Consequently, t0:T
0
indeed cannot be a counterexample
for T -sort inheritance with respect to synS . 2
In order to build a more syntactic test, a saturation process on decoration rules is
designed. Let Deduce DD stand for the rule Deduce deco applied to decoration rules
only and Deduce DD be the corresponding proof reduction rules in =), including the
rules for peaks.
Let, furthermore,Ded be the set of rules consisting of Deduce DD, Compose D deco
and Subsume deco. Ded is the corresponding set of proof transformation rules of =).
Analogously to Denition 10.7, we can dene T -fairness with respect to decoration rules,
where =) is restricted to the rules in Ded plus the rules for overlaps at variable positions
and peaks without overlap. Let =)Ded denote this restricted proof transformation.
Definition 11.4. .
Let T  Td(S§;F ;X§). A derivation (D0; E0; R0) ‘OSC (D1; E1; R1) ‘OSC : : : is T -
fair with respect to decoration rules if whenever Ψ is a proof in (Di; Ei; Ri), that uses
only terms in T and is reducible by =)Ded, then there is a proof Ψ0 in (Dj ; Ej ; Rj) at
some step j  i such that Ψ +=) Ψ0.
Note that using Ψ +=)Ded Ψ0 instead of Ψ +=) Ψ0 in the above denition would lead to
problems when we simplify using decorated rewrite rules, since then, Ψ +=)Ded Ψ0 can no
longer be guaranteed for all Ψ reducible by =)Ded. Note, furthermore, that if a derivation
is T -fair, then it is also T -fair with respect to decoration rules. The reverse direction does,
however, not always hold: if a derivation is T -fair with respect to decoration rules, then
there might still be unsolved critical pairs with rules in R1.
Clearly, the proof part of Proposition 10.8 dealing with these rules proves that T -
fairness for decoration rules is implied by the condition that all critical pairs of D1 are in
D, provided we use UNIFd as a unication algorithm and the latter is
strict subterm set(T )-complete. Since we did not change the rules themselves, the prop-
erty of reflection of ‘Ded by Ded is still valid.
Corollary 11.5. .
Let T  Td(S§;F ;X§) and assume that UNIFd (see Figures 3 and 4) is a
strict subterm set(T )-complete unication algorithm.
A derivation (D0; E0; R0) ‘OSC (D1; E1; R1) ‘OSC : : : using UNIFd for the calcula-
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tion of critical pairs is T -fair with respect to decoration rules if all critical pairs of D1
are in D.
Applying the saturation process on decoration rules with this fairness hypothesis yields
a set D1 which is confluent on any D1-closed set of decorated terms.
Proposition 11.6. .
Let (D0; E0; R0) ‘OSC (D1; E1; R1) ‘OSC : : : be a derivation, T  Td(S§;F ;X§)
be a D1-closed set of decorated terms and let the derivation be T -fair with respect to
decoration rules. Then D1 is T -confluent.
Proof. Note that the T -fairness with respect to decoration rules implies that every
proof using ¾‰D1 with terms in T only has a normal form (in D1 and, by D1-
closure of T , with terms in T only), that is irreducible with respect to =)Ded. It fol-
lows immediately from the proof reduction rules Deduce deco, peak without overlap,
peak with variable overlap that such a proof does not contain any peak and hence D1
is T -confluent. 2
Specic proofs with decoration rules, namely bottom{up decoration proofs, play a
fundamental role in the test of sort inheritance. These are the proofs
Ψ : t0‰!1D t1 : : :‰!nD tn
such that for all i; j 2 [1 : : : n], if i < j, then !i 6 !j .
Proposition 11.7. .
Let T  ValidTd(S§;F ;X§) with T = reachD(T :#;) and D be T -confluent. Then for
any decoration proof:
Ψ : t0:S0 ‰!1D t1:S1 : : :‰!nD tn:Sn
where ti:Si 2 T for all i 2 [0 : : : n] and tn:Sn is irreducible in D, there exists a bottom{up
decoration rewrite proof for t0:S0 ‰D tn:Sn .
Proof. First, we need a partial proof ordering respecting the occurrence of rule appli-
cation, such that bottom{up right-to-left decoration enrichment is less complex than any
other strategy.
Let Ψ = (ti:Si ‰!i;iD ti+1:Si+1)i2[1:::n], Ψ0 = (t0i:S
0
i ‰!
0
i;
0
i
D t
0
i+1
:S0i+1)i2[1:::m] be two
decoration rewriting proofs. Then
Ψ <o Ψ0 if and only if 9k 2 [1 : : :min(m;n)] :8i 2 [1 : : : k−1] :!0i lex !i and !0k lex !k:
Without loss of generality, we can consider a minimal proof of t0 ‰D tn with respect
to the proof ordering <o. If the proof consists of a single rule application, we are trivially
done.
Otherwise, let us assume that we have:
tm
:Sm [m(um:Um)]!m [m+1(um+1
:Um+1)]!m+1
!m;m;m‰ tm:Sm [m(um:Um):Um[Tm ]!m [m+1(um+1:Um+1)]!m+1
!m+1;m+1;m+1‰ tm:Sm [m(um:Um):Um[Tm ]!m [m+1(um+1:Um+1):Um+1[Tm+1 ]!m+1
with !m  !m+1, i.e. !m+1 = !m:. We can assume that these two rule applications
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follow each other, since any rewrite step at an incomparable occurrence in between could
be swapped with one of the two, resulting in a smaller proof.
Obviously, we can apply m+1 to tm:Sm [m(um:Um)]!m [m+1(um+1
:Um+1)]!m+1 . The
resulting proof is strictly smaller with respect to <o and the T -confluence of D guarantees
that tn:Sn is still reached. Thus, there must be an equivalent bottom{up decoration
proof. 2
Now sort inheritance can be characterized on typable terms using the Detect NonSI-
rule.
Proposition 11.8. .
Let T  ValidTd(S§;F ;X§) with T = reachD(T :#;), P 0 = (D;E;R) a
strict subterm set(T )-sort-inheriting decorated presentation obtained from (DP ; EP ; ;)
using OSC, such that D is T -confluent. Then, the Detect NonSI-rule succeeds on D
i P 0 is not T -sort-inheriting.
Proof. (: Proposition 11.3 implies that there exists a t:#; 2 T with  : t:#; ‰D t:T ,
such that there is no sort C 2 S with 8hA; : : :i 2 T; CsynS A. Let us assume without
loss of generality that t:T is D-irreducible, i.e. T is maximal, too.
Hence, by Proposition 11.7, there must be a set of decorated substitutions i and
decoration rules (i : pi:s ! pi:s[Si if Si / s) for i 2 [1 : : : n], such that i(pi:;) =nd t:#;,
T  [i2[1:::n]Si and
t:#; ‰D t0:; ;1;1‰ t1:S1 : : : ;n;n‰ D tn:[i2[1:::n]Si :
First, note that the terms t and pi for i 2 [1 : : : n] cannot be variables. Note also that the
decorations of the strict subterms occurring in the last part of the sequence are identical,
because all rules are applied on top. Since UNIFd is assumed strict subterm set(T )-
complete, Lemma 9.7 guarantees the simultaneous uniability of all pi:;. Therefore,
Detect NonSI applies.
): If Detect NonSI is applicable, then  (p1:;):[i2[1:::n]Si is a counterexample for sort
inheritance. 2
Finally, we show that when Detect NonSI does not apply, we get sort inheritance,
fairness and confluence of decoration rules on all terms typable with the saturated set of
decoration rules.
Corollary 11.9. .
Let (DP ; EP ; ;) = (D0; E0; R0) ‘OSC (D1; E1; R1) ‘OSC : : : be a derivation, such that
all critical pairs of D1 are in D. Let furthermore T 1 stand for reachD1(Td(S§;F ;X§):#;).
If Detect NonSI cannot be applied, then:
1. (D1; E1; R1) is T 1-sort-inheriting with respect to synS ,
2. the derivation is T 1-fair for decoration rules, and
3. D1 is T 1-confluent.
Proof. Let us dene T n = reachD1(ft:#; j jtj  ng) for n  0, which implies
reachD1(Td(S§;F ;X§):#;) =
S
n0 T n.
The proof is by induction over n. Let us consider the superposition of left-hand sides
of decoration rewrite rules on terms in T n. Note that this does not only mean that these
left-hand sides have to be in T n, but also their instances. Furthermore, if one left-hand
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side is in T m with m > n, then it cannot yield an instance in T n, since instantiation
cannot delete function symbols.
In the case n = 0, we have T 0-fairness, since strict subterm set(T 0) is empty and
UNIFd is therefore trivially strict subterm set(T 0)-complete. Propositions 11.6 and
11.8 now give the T 0-confluence of D1 and the T 0-sort inheritance respectively.
For n > 0, we have strict subterm set(T n)  T n−1and therefore the induction hypoth-
esis and the T n−1-sort inheritance with respect tosynS imply the strict subterm set(T n)-
completeness of UNIFd (by Proposition 6.9), then, as before, T n-confluence of D1 and
T n-sort inheritance with respect to synS .
Consequently, (D1; E1; R1) is reachD1(Td(S§;F ;X§):#;)-sort-inheriting with re-
spect to synS and therefore it follows once more that UNIFd is
reachD1(Td(S§;F ;X§):#;)-complete, the derivation is reachD1(Td(S§;F ;X§):#;)-fair
for decoration rules and D1 is reachD1(Td(S§;F ;X§):#;)-confluent.
Since we now have a sucient test for reachD1(Td(S§;F ;X§):#;)-sort inheritance with
respect to synS , the next step is to prove that the test is also a sucient test for
ValidTd(S§;F ;X§)-sort inheritance. In order to do this, the saturation process must
incorporate equalities and rewrite rules.
11.2. .sort inheritance on valid decorated terms
The general problem in the following is the test of sort inheritance over all valid
terms. Clearly, the validity of a term depends on the provable equalities in the current
presentation P, which are decidable when we have a confluent decorated term rewriting
system. This can only be achieved with a complete unication algorithm. But testing the
completeness for all valid terms is exactly the problem we want to solve.
In order to break this interdependence, we try to achieve confluence with additional
restrictions. Several possibilities are considered. The rst and easiest one is the restriction
of the allowed term declarations. However, we lose a lot of expressiveness in G-algebra
when this part of the language is weakened. Another possibility is the design of an-
other proof transformation that normalizes proofs but keeps the typability property of
terms. This leads to sophisticated completion strategies. Therefore, the expressiveness of
term declarations can be expensive in practice and a compromise between complexity of
completion and unrestricted term declarations is necessary.
The underlying plan for achieving confluence and testing sort inheritance will be the
construction of a proof transformation that preserves the typability of all decorated terms
in a proof, i.e. if for all decorated terms t:S in the proof to be transformed, t:#; ¾‰D t:S
holds, then this is also true for all terms in the transformed proof. A closer look at the
proof of Theorem 8.1, particularily property (H2), reveals the following lemma.
Lemma 11.10. .
Let Ψ : t0:#; ¾‰D0[E0 t1:S1 ¾‰D0[E0 : : : tn:Sn be the result of the proof trans-
formation from G-algebra proofs to proofs in (DP ; EP ; ;), described in the proofof Theo-
rem 8.1. Then
8i 2 [1 : : : n] : ti:#; ‰D0 ti:Si :
Using this observation, we can therefore test sort inheritance on all terms in the current
proofs (using the results of Subsection 11.1) leading to the completeness of UNIFd for
critical pairs calculation.
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We present and discuss three alternatives in the following. The rst proposition is
standard decorated rewriting and completion using flat and linear term declarations,
also called function declarations. Dropping the linearity condition forces us to reduce
terms in parallel, in such a way that all identical subterms at the same depth are re-
duced simultaneously, and to prohibit decoration rewrite rule simplication via decorated
rewrite rules. This layer rewriting extends the set of critical pairs, but does not lead to
further restrictions on the completion strategy. Last but not least, we investigate term
declarations without any structural conditions. Then the proof of typability of terms
in proofs is possible thanks to maximally subterm sharing rewriting, where all identical
redexes have to be reduced at the same time. The principal drawback of this generality
is a strong strategy for the completion procedure.
Finally, the three approaches are briefly compared and conservative extensions of the
initial presentation P are given for the case when Detect NonSI applies.
11.3. flat and linear term declarations
.
Restricting ourselves to flat and linear term declarations, it is possible to prove that
typability of terms is preserved by standard rewriting, as dened in Section 7.
Lemma 11.11. .
Let D be a set of decoration rewrite rules that contains flat and linear decoration
rules only, and R be a set of decorated rewrite rules, such that all terms p:S in R satisfy
p:#; ¾‰D p:S. Let furthermore t:#; ¾‰D t:T and t:T ‰R t0:T
0
, then t0:#; ¾‰D t0:T
0
.
Proof. The new typing proof can be constructed from the typing proof of t and the
typing proof of the right-hand side of the rule used for simplication by R. At any position
incomparable or above the reduction, the old proof is unchanged. 2
Actually, the property of being flat and linear is only required for D1.
Lemma 11.12. .
Let (DP ; EP ; ;) = (D0; E0; R0) ‘ (D1; E1; R1) ‘ : : : be a derivation using OSC, such
that all decorated rewrite rules  used with Compose R deco are decoration preserving,
i.e. of the form l:S ! r:S. If D1 contains only flat and linear decoration rewrite rules,
then for all k  0, all terms typable in Dk are also typable in D1.
Proof. Suppose that Ψk : t:#; ¾‰Dk t:S is a typing proof in Dk. Then we can rst
prove for each decoration rewrite rule ( : l:s ! l:s[Sl if Sl / s) used in Ψk, that it is
either in D1 or subsumed by some 0 2 D1 in the sense of Subsume deco.
The proof is by induction on l:Sl with respect to <d [ µd, where >d is the reduc-
tion ordering used for orientation, and µd is the strict part of .d, the decorated term
subsumption modulo sort inheritance. Hence, whenever t µd t0, then there exists a sub-
stitution  with t0 =d (t). Note that this ordering is well-founded, since from any innite
decreasing sequence in <d [ µd, we can extract an innite decreasing sequence in <d:
Let (ti)i2[1:::1[ be such a sequence in <d [ µd. Now, if ti+2 <d ti+1 µd (ti+1) = ti is a
subsequence, then either (a) ti+2 = (ti+2) <d (ti+1) or (b) ti+2 µd (ti+2) <d (ti+1).
Consequently, we get some J  [1 : : :1[, such that (tj)J is a decreasing sequence purely
in <d, since we can push all <d-steps to the beginning. If this sequence is nite, then the
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sequence (ti)i2[k:::1[ with k = max(J) is an innite decreasing sequence in µd, otherwise
(J is innite and) (tj)j2J is an innite sequence. In any case, we get a contradiction with
the well-foundedness of <d and µd, respectively.
If l:Sl is irreducible by
S
nkDn [ Rn, then either  or a renaming of  must be in
D1, or else  is strictly subsumed by some (00 : l00:s ! l00:s[Sl00 if Sl00 / s) 2 Dm,
for m  k. In the rst case, the claim is trivial. In the second case, we can apply the
induction hypothesis on 00 and get the replacement 0 2 D1 of 00. 0 must also subsume
, due to the fact that 0 is flat and linear, and a variable x in 0 occurring in the ith
argument has to be of sort A, if Deco(lji) = S  fAg. Note that such an A must exist
in S§, since lji is valid (see Lemma 10.2). Note that if Sl = Sl00 , then l00:Sl00 <d l:Sl ,
since l00:Sl00 <d l00:Sl and l00:Sl .d l:Sl . Otherwise, if Sl  Sl00 , then l00:Sl00 d l00:Sl µd l:Sl .
Therefore, the subsumption of  by 00 implies that l00:Sl00 is strictly smaller than l:Sl ,
i.e. the use of the induction hypothesis was correct.
If l:Sl is reduced at step n with Rn, then the top symbol remains the same and therefore
using the induction hypothesis on the reduced term gives a 0 that is flat and linear.
Hence, as before, 0 is also subsuming , due to decoration preservation. The same
argument can be applied in the case of l:Sl reduced with Dn. Note that in both cases
l00:Sl00 <d l:Sl .
Now, the typing proof in D1 is the proof t:#; ¾‰D1 t:S , where every step‰Dk in
Ψk is replaced by ‰
0
D1 
0;1¾0D1 , i.e. any rule is replaced by the corresponding one in
D1. 2
We get the following results, where CT kDER denotes the set of all decorated terms in
Dk [Ek [Rk of a decorated presentation (Dk; Ek; Rk) during completion, where sort set
variables s in decoration rules are replaced by ;.
Lemma 11.13. .
Let (DP ; EP ; ;) = (D0; E0; R0) ‘ (D1; E1; R1) ‘ : : : be a derivation using OSC, such
that all decorated rewrite rules  used with Compose R deco are decoration preserving.
If D1 only contains flat and linear decoration rewrite rules, then for all k  0, all terms
in CT kDER are typable in D1.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number k of completion steps. If k = 0, then
all t:S 2 CT 0DER are equal to terms t:#; or (t:#;):S in decoration rewrite rules, and are
therefore trivially typable.
For k > 0, we can construct a typing proof of a newly added term in any case, using
Lemmas 11.11 and 11.12. This also relies on the remark that algorithms for matching
and unication on decorated terms satisfy a property called subterm conservation, which
means that images of the substitutions in the sets of solutions are subterms of the original
problem. 2
Theorem 11.14. .
Let P1 6= (?;?;?) be the presentation obtained from (DP ; EP ; ;) using OSC, such
that all terms in D1 are flat and linear and all decorated rewrite rules  used with
Compose R deco are decoration preserving. Let, furthermore, E1 = ; and all critical
pairs of D1 [R1 be in D [R. Then the initial presentation P0 is sort-inheriting on
ValidTd(S§;F ;X§) and D1 [R1 is Church{Rosser, type and existentially complete.
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Proof. The fact that all decoration rewrite rules in D1 are flat and linear implies that
D1 is confluent and therefore P1 6= (?;?;?) gives us sort inheritance on all typable
terms. Furthermore, any term generated by the proof reduction =) is typable in D1,
because of Lemmas 11.11, 11.12 and 11.13. Note that any new term in a proof generated
by =) at completion step k is reachable from an old one by ‰Dk+1[Rk+1 .
Hence, sort inheritance on the set reachD1(Td(S§;F ;X§)) gives us the completeness
of UNIFd needed for peak reduction. Furthermore, the condition that all critical pairs of
D1[R1 be in D[R and E1 = ; proves the fairness of the derivation (see Proposition
10.8) and therefore D1 [R1 is Church{Rosser.
Consequently, all terms in normal forms of proofs constructed by Theorem 8.1 are
typable and do not contain any peaks. Therefore, all minimal sorts to which a term
belongs can be found in the top decoration of its normal form: if this is not the case for
t:#;, then let t:S be its D1 [ R1-normal form, that must be typable. Let furthermore
Ψ : t:#; ¾‰D1[R1 t0:S
0
be a proof implying t : A with @hBi 2 bS : BsynS A, i.e. w.l.o.g.
hAi 2 bS0. Consequently, we have a normal form Ψnf of Ψ, such that
Ψnf : t:#; ‰D1[R1 t00:S
00 ¾D1[R1 t0:S
0
;
where t00:S
00
is irreducible. Now, t:S ¾D1[R1 t:#; ‰D1[R1 t00:S
00
is a proof with typable
terms only, that is reduced by =) into a rewrite proof, i.e. t:S =d t00:S00 since both terms
are supposed to be irreducible. Therefore, S  S00, in contradiction to hAi 2 bS0 and
@hBi 2 bS : BsynS A.
Type and existential completeness follow now from the fact that decoration and dec-
orated rewriting never decrease the top decoration. The typability of the normal form
allows the result of the sort inheritance test to be extended to the whole set of valid terms
ValidTd(S§;F ;X§), i.e. P0 is sort-inheriting on ValidTd(S§;F ;X§), thanks to Proposi-
tion 10.3 and the fact that equal terms have equal sorts. 2
11.4. .flat term declarations
In order to relax the restriction of linearity on term declarations, the idea is to replace
rewriting by layer rewriting and to inhibit simplication by decorated rewrite rules. At
the price of trickier proofs and more critical pair computations, we can prove an extension
(Theorem 11.17) of Theorem 11.14.
Definition 11.15. .
Let t:S ; t0:S
0 2 Td(S§;F ;X§),  2 R and k be a natural number. Then t:S ‰;;kR t0:S
0
,
if t:S ‰;;OR t0:S
0
, s.t. 8! 2 O, j!j = k and O is maximal. Given ;  and k, O(t:S ;;;k)
stands for such an O.
Layer rewriting has the advantage that it preserves typability of terms by flat (not
necessarily linear) term declarations, which correspond with the so-called semi-linear
membership theories. It has the disadvantage of the maximality condition, which destroys
stability by context and substitution, as the following example illustrates:
Example 11.16. Let  : a:fAg ! b:fBg be a decorated rewrite rule in R and id be the
identity substitution, i.e. Dom() = id. Then, trivially a:fAg ‰;id;0R b:fBg, but neither
f(a:fAg; a:fAg):; ‰;id;1R f(a:fAg; b:fBg):;;
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(which is a counter-example for stability by context), nor does
f(x:fAg; a:fAg):; ‰;id;1R f(x:fAg; b:fBg):;
imply
f(a:fAg; a:fAg):; ‰;id;1R f(a:fAg; b:fBg):;;
(which is a counter-example for stability by substitution). The only correct layer reduction
from f(a:fAg; a:fAg):; is
f(a:fAg; a:fAg):; ‰;id;1R f(b:fAg; b:fAg):;:
Using more complex critical pairs, typing conservative proof reductions for peak elim-
ination and orientation can be dened as a derivative of OSC .(Hintermeier et al., 1994).
Eventually, we come to a similar result to that for flat and linear term declarations, for
a set of completion rules SLC, similar to OSC except that layer rewriting is used for R
instead of standard rewriting.
Theorem 11.17. .
Let P1 6= (?;?;?) be the presentation obtained from (DP ; EP ; ;) using SLC, such
that all terms in D are flat. Let furthermore E1 = ; and all critical pairs of D1 [R1
be in D [R. Then the initial presentation P0 is sort-inheriting on ValidTd(S§;F ;X§)
and D1 [R1 is Church{Rosser, type and existentially complete.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one in Section 11.3, where the Lemmas 11.13, 11.11
and 11.12 have to be replaced by similar ones for layer rewriting. 2
11.5. .general term declarations
Let us now turn to the general case and rst dene some necessary notions and as-
sumptions. In the following, 0 : l:Sl ! r:Sr and 00 : g:Sg ! d:Sd will denote decorated
rewrite rules in R.
11.5.1. .definition and simple properties
Working without restrictions on term declarations compels us to dene a new proof
reduction. Typability of terms in the transformed proof is obtained by proving that each
new term comes from an old typable one by decorated rewriting in a maximally subterm
sharing way.
Definition 11.18. A term t:S rewrites in a maximally subterm sharing way into t0:S
0
using a decorated rewrite rule  : l:Sl ! r:Sr and a decorated substitution  if
1. t:S ‰O;;R t0:S
0
, and
2. O = f! 2 Occ(t:S) j t:S j! =d (l:Sl)g.
This is written t:S ‰ ;R t0:S
0
. The set O of redex occurrences is written O(t:S ;;).
Instead of t[u]O(t[u];;) we may simply write t[u]O(;) . The pair (; ) will also be called
a radical. Clearly, the maximality condition destroys stability by context and substitution.
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The use of a dierent decorated rewrite relation also forces a redenition of CP (R;R)
and CP (R;D).
In the following, we need to combine uniers figi2I . This is done by retransform-
ing each unier i = fxij :Sij ! tij :S0ijgj2Ji to be combined into a unication problem
(i)= =
V
j2Ji xij
:Sij =?d tij :S
0
ij . Then the result of the combination is the D-solution  
for the problem
V
i2I(i)=. Otherwise, there is no combination and therefore no corre-
sponding critical pair.
Definition 11.19. . MSS decorated critical pairs (obtained by MSS superposition
into decorated rules)
Let T  Td(S§;F ;X§), g:Sg ! d:Sd and l:Sl ! r:Sr be rewrite rules in R with disjoint
sets of variables.
The two rules overlap if there exists a position ! in the set of non-variable positions of
g:Sg , such that the decorated terms g:Sg j! and l
:Sl have the T -complete, sound, non-empty
set Ψ of strict decorated uniers. Let O = f!igi2[1:::n] be the set of such positions and
Ψi the corresponding uniers.
Then for any combination  of some subset of f j 9i 2 [1 : : : n] :  2 Ψig correspond-
ing with the set of overlap positions O  O, such that O 6= ; and O = O( (g:Sg );l:Sl!r:Sr ; ),
the overlap produces the T -MSS decorated critical pair (T -MSSCP(R,R)) (p:S1 = q:S2)
where q:S2 =d  (d:Sd) and p:S1 =d  (g:Sg [r:Sr ]O).
Note that the condition O = O( (g:Sg );l:Sl!r:Sr ; ) guarantees that the term  (g
:Sg
[r:Sr ]O) is reachable from  (g
:Sg ) by maximally subterm sharing rewriting using the
radical (l:Sl ! r:Sr ;  ).
Definition 11.20. MSS decoration critical pairs (obtained by MSS superposition
into decoration rules)
. Let T  Td(S§;F ;X§), g:s ! g:s[Sg if Sg / s and l:Sl ! r:Sr be in D and R, respec-
tively, with disjoint sets of variables.
The two rules overlap if there exists a position ! in the set of non-variable positions of
g:;, such that the decorated terms g:;j! and l
:Sl have the T -complete, sound, non-empty
set Ψ of strict decorated uniers. Let O = f!igi2[1:::n] be the set of such positions and
Ψi the corresponding uniers.
Then for any combination  of some subset of f j 9i 2 [1 : : : n] :  2 Ψig correspond-
ing with the set of overlap positions O  O, such that O 6= ; and all occurrences in O are
incomparable, the overlap produces the T -MSS decoration critical pair (T -MSSCP(R,D))
(p:s = q:s[Sg if Sg / s) where q:s[Sg =d  (g:s[Sg ) and p:s =d  (g[r:Sr ]O):s.
Note that the condition O = O( (g:;);l:Sl!r:Sr ; ) is missing, since we need more deco-
ration rewrite rules for typing proof propagation. As with CP (R;D), we can restrict our
attention to superposition at occurrences ! 6=  in the last denition, since superpositions
at the top occurrence are already handled in the denition of CP (D;R).
Let MSSCP (R;R)jT and MSSCP (R;D)jT , respectively, denote the set of such MSS
critical pairs. Similarly to CP (R;D), we dene decoration rewrite rules corresponding
with decoration critical pairs for MSS rewriting. The set MSSCP (R;D) is dened as
follows:
f(p:s ! p:s[S if S / s) j (p:s = q:s[S if S / s) 2MSSCP (R;D)g:
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Let us give two examples for MSSCP computations:
Example 11.21. Let the following two rules be in D and R, respectively:
( : g(f(x:hAi):hAi; f(a:hAi):hAi):hAis! g(f(x:hAi):hAi; f(a:hAi):hAi):s[fhBig if
fhBig / s), ( 0 : f(a:hAi):hAi ! a:hAi).
Then there are the following MSS decoration critical pairs (pi:s = qi:s[Si if Si / s),
i = 1; 2, of  0 and  , such that
p1
:s =d g(f(x:hAi):hAi; a:hAi):s, q1:s[S1 =d g(f(x:hAi):hAi; f(a:hAi):hAi):s[fhBig.
p2
:s =d g(a:hAi; a:hAi):s, q2:s[S2 =d g(f(a:hAi):hAi; f(a:hAi):hAi):s[fhBig.
Consequently, MSSCP (R;D) results in
(g(f(x:hAi):hAi; a:hAi):s ! g(f(x:hAi):hAi; a:hAi):s[fhBig if fhBig / s);
(g(a:hAi; a:hAi):s ! g(a:hAi; a:hAi):s[fhAig if fhAig / s):
Note that (g(a:hAi; f(a:hAi):hAi):s ! g(a:hAi; f(a:hAi):hAi):s[fhAig if fhAig / s) is not
generated since it violates the condition O = O( (g:;);l:Sl!r:Sr ; ) in Denition 11.20.
Example 11.22. Let us dene two decorated rewrite rules:
( : g(f(x:hAi; a:hAi):hAi; f(f(y:hAi; a:hAi):hAi; y0:hAi):hAi):fBg ! g(x:hAi; y:hAi):hBi) and
( 0 : f(z:hAi; a:hAi):hAi ! z:hAi).
Clearly,  0 overlaps into  at occurrences 1, 2 and 2:1 with uniers 1 = fz:hAi 7!
x:hAig; 2 = fz:hAi 7! f(y:hAi; a:hAi):hAi; y0:hAi 7! a:hAig and 2:1 = fz:hAi 7! y:hAig,
respectively. Then the MSSCP s are:
overlap at 1: g(x:hAi; f(f(y:hAi; a:hAi):hAi; y0:hAi):hAi):fBg = g(x:hAi; y:hAi):hBi;
overlap at 2: g(f(x:hAi; a:hAi):hAi; f(y:hAi; a:hAi):hAi):fBg = g(x:hAi; y:hAi):hBi
overlap at 2:1: g(f(x:hAi; a:hAi):hAi; f(z:hAi; y0:hAi):hAi):fBg = g(x:hAi; z:hAi):hBi;
Combining 1 and 2:
g(f(y:hAi; a:hAi):hAi; f(y:hAi; a:hAi):hAi):fBg = g(f(y:hAi; a:hAi):hAi; y:hAi):hBi
Combining 1 and 2:1:
g(x:hAi; f(x:hAi; y0:hAi):hAi):fBg = g(x:hAi; x:hAi):hBi;
The redexes 2 and 2:1 cannot be combined, since they are comparable.
In contrast to the standard case, we need to ensure the typability of the term in the
resulting rule by adding explicitly decoration rewrite rules. This is a consequence of the
fact that p:S is not obtained by rewriting in ‰ R. We need this more general class of
critical pairs for the reduction of peaks.
In the following, a term is bottom{up typable if there is a typing proof in ‰D, that
is bottom{up. The next lemma plays a central role for the typing conservation by the
proof transformation used with MSS rewriting.
Lemma 11.23. .
Let T = reachD(Td(S§;F ;X§):#;), (D;E;R) be a decorated presentation, such that D
is confluent, MSSCP (R;D)jT D D and t:S be a bottom{up typable decorated term, as
well as all terms in CTDER.
Let t:S ‰ ;R t0:S
0
. Then t0:S
0
is also bottom{up typable.
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Proof. For the terms in Im(), we can use the corresponding parts of the typing
proof of t:S , since decorated matching is subterm conservative. The same is true for all
occurrences being incomparable with the redex positions. For the right-hand side of ,
we can take the instantiation of the old proof by . There remains the occurrences !
above the redexes. There, we can use the critical pairs from  into 0 2 D in case of
O(t:S ;;) \ !:NVOcc(lhs(0)) 6= ; (critical overlap), that are assumed to be included in
D, and the decoration rewrite rules for t:S in case of O(t:S ;;) \ !:VOcc(lhs(0)):!0 6= ;
for some !0 (variable overlap). In the last case, the used substitution can obviously be
adapted for t0:S
0
, since we reduced all identical subterms at the same time. 2
Using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 9.8, we get a Critical Pairs Lemma
for MSS-rewriting:
Lemma 11.24. Let t:V ; t0:S
0
; t00:S
00 2 T be decorated terms such that
t0:S
0 ¾;0R t:V ‰ ;
00
R t
00:S00 ;
with O(0;) \O(;) 6= ;. Then, there exists a T -MSS decorated critical pair:
(p:Sp = q:Sq if Sq / s):
Moreover, there is a decorated substitution  in a T -complete set of decorated uni-
ers according to Denition 11.19, such that  &Wd  with W = Var(g) [ Var(l)
and there exists a decorated substitution  , such that t0:S
0
jO
(t:S;0;)
=d (p:Sp) and
t00:S
00
jO
(t:S;00;)
=d (q:Sq ). If
t0:S
0 ¾;0;O0R t:V ‰;;
00
D t
00:S00 ;
with O0 \NVOcc(lhs(00)) 6= ;, then there exists a T -MSS decoration critical pair:
(p:s = q:s[Sq if Sq / s)
of the rule 0 on the rule 00.
Moreover, there is a decorated substitution  in a T -complete set of decorated uniers
according to Denition 11.20, such that  &Wd  with W = Var(g) [ Var(l) and there
exists a decorated substitution  , such that t0:S
0
jO0
=d (p:U ) and t00:S00 =d (p:Sq[U ) for
some U , such that Sq / U .
11.5.2. peak reduction
The reduction of peaks between two decoration rules and between a decoration rewrite
rule and a decorated rewrite rule are as usual. Note that the peaks corresponding with
critical pairs in MSSCP (R;D) dier slightly, due to the multiple occurrences deco-
rated rewriting relation, but the application of a decoration rewrite rule strictly above
a decorated rewrite rule  using  cannot introduce a new redex for the radical (; ).
Therefore, the proof reduction remains essentially the same. However, the peaks between
two decorated rewrite rules applications are reduced in a dierent way.
As in the last section, we assume (D;E;R) to be a decorated presentation, such that
D is confluent, MSSCP (R;D)jT D D for T = reachD(Td(S§;F ;X§):#;) and t:S be a
bottom{up typable decorated term, as well as all terms in CTDER.
As in the case of flat, linear term declarations, peaks without overlap or variable
overlaps are easy to solve.
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00(d:Sd )
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OO
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00; 00
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0; 0
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O
O
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00; 00
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O
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0(r:Sr )
00(d:Sd )
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0(r:Sr )
Ov
Ov
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Figure 9. Critical overlap case. .
Lemma 11.25. .(Hintermeier et al., 1994)
Let t0:S
0 ¾0;0;O0R t:S ‰
00;00;O00
R t
00:S00 , such that O(t:S ;0;0)  O(t:S ;00;00) or
O(t:S ;0;0):NVOcc(l:Sl) \O(t:S ;00;00) = ; and there is a ! 2 O(t:S ;0;0):VOcc(l:Sl), such
that there exists a !0 with !:!0 2 O(t:S ;00;00).
Then there exists Ψ : t0:S
0 0;1‰R ‰R ¾R  0;1¾R t00:S00 , such that all new terms are
typable.
Then there remains the critical overlap case, whose proof is represented in Figure 9.
Lemma 11.26. MSS Critical Pair Lemma .(Hintermeier et al., 1994) .
Let t0:S
0 ¾0;0;O0R t:S ‰
00;00;O00
R t
00:S00 , such that O(t:S ;0;0). NVOcc(l:Sl)\O(t:S ;00;00) 6=
;.
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Then t0:S
0 0;1‰R  0;1‰R  ¾‰MSSCP (0;00)jT 
0;1¾R t00:S
00
, where T =
reachD(Td(S§;F ;X§):#;) and all new terms are bottom{up typable.
11.5.3. confluence
LetMSSC be the set of completion rules shown in Figure 10 plus Delete, Orient SD,
Orient NSD of OSC and the failure rules Detect NonSI, Detect Subsort, that do
not change. To guarantee bottom{up typability of terms, additional strategy assump-
tions on the completion process are needed. We call rst-level (completion) rules those
completion rules that deal with decorated equalities and rewrite rules only.
General Assumption 11.27. .
We suppose for the strategy of MSSC the following
points:
1. Sort inheritance on typable terms is tested whenever no more critical pairs in
CP (D;D) can be computed.
2. Critical pairs in MSSCP (R;D) are only computed when D is confluent.
3. First-level completion rules are only used if no other rules apply.
4. Decoration rules are not composed.
5. Subsumption of decoration rules is tested in a strict way (i.e. S  S0 in
Subsume deco).
6. If a decoration rewrite rule for a critical pair in MSSCP (R;D) is added, then all
the corresponding subterm decoration rewrite rules are added simultaneously.
Note that these requirements may be in conflict with the fairness condition needed
to achieve confluence in the limit presentation. A concrete case where this may happen
is when calculating decoration critical pairs makes the completion procedure diverge,
although there are still decorated critical pairs to be computed (cf. the rst three items
above).
Lemma 11.28. .
Let (DP ; EP ; ;) = (D0; E0; R0) ‘ (D1; E1; R1) ‘ : : : be a derivation using MSSC,
satisfying Assumption 11.27. Then for all k  0, all terms in CT kDER are typable in Dk.
Proof. The proof is an induction over the number of completion steps k. If k = 0, then
all t:S 2 CT 0DER are equal to t:#; resp. (t:#;):S for terms in decoration rewrite rules and
therefore trivially typable.
If k > 0, then we distinguish dierent cases for the last applied completion rule. 2
Now, we can dene a typing proof-preserving proof reductionV according to the peak
reduction Lemmas. The set of reduction rules can be found in Appendix A.2.
Lemma 11.29. The proof reduction V is well-founded.
Proof. This can be veried with the complexity measure c of Lemma 10.4.
Theorem 11.30. .
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1 Deduce deco MSS
D;E;R
D [ f(p:s ! p:s[S if S / s)g; E;R
if (p:s = p:s[S if S / s) 2 MSSCP (R;D) [
CP (D;D)
2 Subsume deco MSS
D [ f(p:s ! p:s[S if c(s))g; E;R
D;E;R
if p:;‰;;D p:S and (p:s ! p:s[S if c(s)) 6= 
3 Deduce MSS
D;E;R
D;E [ f(p:S = q:S0 )g; R
if (p:S = q:S
0
) 2MSSCP (R;R) [ CP (D;R)
4 Simplify MSS D
D;E [ f(p:S = q:S0 )g; R
D;E [ f(p00:S00 = q:S0 )g; R
if p:S‰;D p00:S
00
5 Compose MSS D
D;E;R [ f(l:Sl ! r:Sr )g
D;E;R [ f(l:Sl ! r0:Sr0 )g if r
:Sr‰;D r0:Sr0
6 Collapse MSS D
D;E;R [ f(l:Sl ! r:Sr )g
D;E [ f(l0:Sl0 = r:Sr )g; R if l
:Sl‰;D l0:Sl0 & l:Sl ! r:Sr  
Figure 10. MSSC : completion rules for maximally subterm sharing rewriting. .
Let P1 6= (?;?;?) be the presentation obtained from (DP ; EP ; ;) using MSSC,
such that Assumption 11.27 is fullled. Let, furthermore, E1 = ; and all critical pairs
of D1 [ R1 be in D [ R. Then the initial presentation P0 is sort-inheriting on
ValidTd(S§;F ;X§) and D1 [R1 is Church{Rosser, type and existentially complete.
Proof. All peak reductions have the property that they only introduce typable new
terms, provided MSSCP (R;D) D D and the term at the top of the peak is bottom{up
typable if it is a peak between two decorated rewrite rules. Bottom-up typability results
from typability at each step k, when Dk is confluent on all typable terms, since all terms
in the proof to be transformed are typable by induction hypothesis and we do not simplify
nor compose decoration rewrite rules (see Lemma 11.7). Hence, peaks between decorated
rewrite rules with variable overlap or without overlap can be reduced at any such k
if additionally MSSCP (R;D) D D holds, i.e. especially in D1. Peaks with critical
overlap between decorated rewrite rules are reduced when the corresponding decorated
critical pairs MSSCP (R;R) are calculated. Here we can be sure, due to Assumption
11.27, that all decoration critical pairs are calculated and that MSSCP (R;D) D D,
giving us the necessary confluence of Dk.
If we orient a rule, the only new term can be reached via decoration rewriting from an
old one, i.e. all terms in the new proof are trivially typable. Deleting an equation leads to
a proof with less terms and therefore also preserves typability. All other proof reductions
have the property that any new term can be reached from an old one by decoration
rewrite steps. Consequently, typability of these terms follows as in the orientation case.
Now that we know the typability of all terms in proofs in P1, we can reach sort
inheritance, the Church{Rosser property, type and existential completeness as in the
proof of Theorem 11.14. 2
The restriction on the completion strategies, especially the one on priority for CP (D;D),
may often lead to divergency. However, there are some theories for which this part of the
completion terminates, as the following example illustrates:
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Example 11.31. .
Let S = fA; clist0; clist1; clist2; clist3g, x :: A, l :: clist0, l0 :: clist1 and:
P =
8>><>>:
nil : clist0;
cons1(x; l) : clist1;
cons2(x; cons1(x; l)) : clist2;
cons3(x; cons2(x; l0)) : clist3
9>>=>>; :
After transformation into decoration rewrite rules we get the following set of decoration
rewrite rules:
D0 =
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
(nil:s ! nil:s[fclist0g if fclist0g / s);
(cons1(x:fAg; l:fclist0g):s
! cons1(x:fAg; l:fclist0g):s[fclist1g if fclist1g / s);
(cons2(x:fAg; cons1(x:fAg; l:fclist0g):;):s
! cons2(x:fAg; cons1(x:fAg; l:fclist0g):;):s[fclist2g if fclist2g / s);
(cons3(x:fAg; cons2(x:fAg; l0:fclist1g):;):s
! cons3(x:fAg; cons2(x:fAg; l0:fclist1g):;):s[fclist3g if fclist3g / s)
9>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>;
:
After calculation of all critical pairs in CP (D;D), we get D1 = D0 [D1, where D1
is dened as the following set:8>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>:
(cons2(x:fAg; cons1(x:fAg; l:fclist0g):fclist1g):s
! cons2(x:fAg; cons1(x:fAg; l:fclist0g):fclist1g):s[fclist2g if fclist2g / s);
(cons3(x:fAg; cons2(x:fAg; cons1(x:fAg; l:fclist0g):;):fclist2g):s
! cons3(x:fAg; cons2(x:fAg; cons1(x:fAg; l:fclist0g):;):fclist2g):s[fclist3g
if fclist3g / s);
(cons3(x:fAg; cons2(x:fAg; cons1(x:fAg; l:fclist0g):fclist1g):fclist2g):s
! cons3(x:fAg; cons2(x:fAg; cons1(x:fAg; l:fclist0g):fclist1g):fclist2g):s[fclist3g
if fclist3g / s)
9>>>>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>>>>;
:
The sort-inheritance test does not apply to D1 and therefore the presentation P is
sort-inheriting. Consider P 0 = P [ fcons3(x; cons2(x; cons1(x; nil))) : clist2g. Hence,
the transformation into decoration rewrite rules yields D00 = D0 [D0, where D0 is
(cons3(x:fAg; cons2(x:fAg; cons1(x:fAg; nil:;):;):;):s
! cons3(x:fAg; cons2(x:fAg; cons1(x:fAg; nil:;):;):;):s[fclist2g if fclist2g / s)

:
Calculating critical pairs now yields the following rule:
(cons3(x:fAg; cons2(x:fAg; cons1(x:fAg; nil:fcons0g):fcons1g):;):s
! cons3(x:fAg; cons2(x:fAg; cons1(x:fAg; nil:fcons0g):fcons1g):;):s[fclist2g
if fclist2g / s)
Now, Detect NonSI can be applied, stating that P 0 is not sort-inheriting, since
cons3(x; cons2(x; cons1(x; nil))) is of sort cons2 and cons3 at the same time.
11.6. .comparison
Each of the three cases treated in the last sections oer several advantages and draw-
backs:
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1. The standard rewriting technique gives us the compatibility with classical order-
sorted completion procedures as described in .Gnaedig et al. (1990). Furthermore,
the sort-inheritance test can be postponed until the end of completion.
2. The layer rewriting technique gives us a similar property, but simplication and
critical pairs computation got quite complicated.
3. The maximally subterm sharing rewriting technique has mainly proof purposes and
does not support simplication for decorated rewrite rules for the moment.
4. Anyway, if the proof of sort inheritance succeeds with one of these techniques, the
resulting decorated presentation may be used in order to continue with OSC, since
all deductions were correct as a consequence of the fact that any layer rewriting or
maximally subterm sharing step can be simulated by standard decorated rewriting.
Further extensions of these techniques might be the denition of simplication rules for
maximally subterm sharing rewriting and an extension of the results on layer rewriting
to non-flat, semi-linear terms in decoration rules, where non-linear variables may only
occur in identical subterms.
11.7. .changing the membership relation
The application of the Detect NonSI rule indicates the detection of a counter-
example for the sort inheritance with respect to synS , i.e. there exists a term belonging
to two incomparable sorts A;B without a common (explicit) subsort. Consequently the
intersection of A and B, which must be computed for the unication of two variables of
sorts A and B respectively, cannot be described as a sort.
Assume that the valid decorated term t:fA;Bg with A;B as before is detected as a
counter-example for the sort inheritance of P with respect to synS . Then the denition
of models in G-algebra forces the interpretation of this term to be in both denotations
of A and B. Hence, we can add, in a model theoretically conservative way, a new sort
C 62 S and the membership formula (t0 : C), such that t0 = (t:S)nd for some T (;X )-
assignment , together with a variable denition x :: C and two declarations (x : A) and
(x : B), standing for CsynS A and CsynS B respectively. Since we add a new subsort, we
therefore have to restart the completion.
Results analogous to Proposition 10.10 for the detection of dierences between synS
and semS are Theorems 11.14, 11.17 and 11.30. Note that there is no condition like
synS =semS and therefore we can be sure that P1 = (?;?;?) if synS 6=semS and P is
not sort-inheriting at the same time.
12. Related Work
We come back in this section to the relation between sort inheritance and regularity,
then we compare our own completion approach with several others. First, we prove
that the completion presented here subsumes the completion described in .Gnaedig et al.
(1990) for OBJ-3 specications. Next, we compare it with the tree automata approach
of .Comon (1992). Furthermore, we discuss the relation with the signature extension
approach from .Chen and Hsiang (1991), the T -contact method in .Werner (1993) and the
approaches of L. With (cf. (1992)), as well as that of P. Watson and J. Dick (see .Watson
and Dick (1989)).
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12.1. sort inheritance versus regularity
Sort inheritance can be interpreted as an extension of regularity, which means that
each valid term has a unique least sort.
In fact, after the extension of  = (S;F) to § = (S§;F), sort inheritance is nothing
other than \semantic" regularity for §, i.e. regularity with respect to semantic sorts
(see .Werner (1993)). However, this depends heavily on the inherited sorts in § and
therefore should not be mixed up with semantic -regularity.
Furthermore, adding inherited sorts also implies that decorated unication with UNIFd
becomes unitary. However, the sort-inheritance notion is more general than the syntac-
tical regularity discussed in .Schmidt-Schau (1987), .Smolka et al. (1989) or .Waldmann
(1989):
1. Sort inheritance takes equalities into account and so may be called a \semantical"
property. Thus, we have undecidability in general.
2. There are non-regular, but sort-inheriting specications like
((S = fA;B;Cg;F = fag);P = fz :: C; z : A; z : B; a : A; a : Bg)
with arity(a) = 0, where a is a counterexample for regularity.
3. The construction of S§ is very close to the transformation of non-regular signatures
into regular ones (see .Schmidt-Schau (1987)). However, due to the fact that sort
inheritance is semantical, the transformation cannot be completely performed a
priori.
At the semantic level, sort inheritance and inherited sorts can be seen as a restric-
tion of models of the current specication. Every §-algebra A is required to interpret
hT [ T 0i 2 S§ as the intersection of the interpretations of hT i and hT 0i. Homomorphisms
are restricted accordingly to agree with sort intersection.
As a consequence of working with semantic sorts, the retracts dened in .Goguen et al.
(1985), .Goguen and Diaconescu (1992) and .Jouannaud et al. (1992) in order to handle
syntactically ill-formed terms are superfluous. Clearly, our results guarantee that the
necessary sort will appear eventually in the decoration of the syntactically ill-formed
term, i it is semantically well-formed.
12.2. subsumption of sort-decreasing rules approach
We now show that our decorated completion is a conservative extension of the proce-
dure in .Gnaedig et al. (1990). In this framework, S is nite and function declarations
translate to flat, linear decoration rules. Syntactic regularity of the signature is assumed
and implies that every term has a least sort computed by an algorithm using the static
signature. This algorithm is imitated in our approach by a bottom{up normalization
process with decoration rules only.
Furthermore, the procedure in .Gnaedig et al. (1990) only orients rules if they are sort-
decreasing, which means that for every instance of a rule, the least sort of the right-hand
side is smaller than the least sort of the left-hand side. Therefore, semantic and syntactic
regularity coincide.
Proposition 12.1. Let P be a syntactically regular presentation using only flat, linear
term declarations, in a signature  with a nite set of sorts S.
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Any nite completion derivation of P, using the order-sorted extension of the classical
Knuth{Bendix algorithm (cf. .Gnaedig et al. (1990)) with sort-decreasing rules, can be
transformed into a nite decorated derivation without failure.
Proof. The sort-decreasingness hypothesis implies that there are no decoration critical
pairs at all. Furthermore, simplifying eagerly with decoration rewrite rules allows for
orientation with Orient SD only, i.e. Orient NSD becomes superfluous. Consequently,
there are no new decoration rules added during the whole decorated completion.
The critical pairs in CP (D;R) are used to compute explicitly weakenings (restricted
forms of decorated rewrite rules obtained by specialization of its variables), in order
to compute the same critical pairs between rules in R. Since the number of decoration
rewrite rules is nite, there can only be a nite number of such weakenings for each
rule. As for simplication with decoration rules, we have to assume the computation
of weakenings to be performed eagerly. Note that a weakening can be simplied i the
decorated rewrite rule it stems from can be simplied, since variables are not specialized
during undecorated matching.
Hence, we can imitate such a completion procedure in linear time with a factor limited
by mk, where m is the maximal number of leaves occurring on the left-hand side of an
equation during the unsorted completion and k is the maximum of overloads of oper-
ators. This factor may be minimized if rules and specializations are treated as classes:
undecorated terms in .Gnaedig et al. (1990) are, in fact, representatives of their class of
specializations.
Finally, note that sort-decreasingness implies both sort inheritance and the fact that
synS =semS . P1 = (?;?;?) would be in contradiction with Theorem 11.14 and Propo-
sition 10.10. 2
12.3. the tree automata approach
Concurrently with the development of this work, H. Comon designed the completion
of rewrite systems with membership constraints (see .Comon (1992) and this issue). Also
motivated by the failure of the critical pair lemma, his approach to the problem is to
provide new deduction rules and to compute critical pairs in a fragment of second-order
logic. A full comparison of the two approaches has yet to be done. We only exhibit an
example that does terminate in our approach but not in the other one. Actually, this is
the example already used by .Chen and Hsiang (1991).
Example 12.2. Given the rewrite system R
y 2 S : f(g(y))! b
h(x)! l(x)
where S = fhi(a)g, the completion procedure in .Comon (1992) generates the innite set
of rules
fX 2 hi(:) ^ x 2 S : f(g(X(lj(x))))! bg1j=0
(see .Chen and Hsiang (1991)).
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Using our decorated approach, we transform the system into
a:s ! a:s[fAg if fAg / s
b:s ! b:s[fBg if fBg / s
h(x:fAg):s ! h(x:fAg):s[fAg if fAg / s
h(y:fBg):s ! h(y:fBg):s[fBg if fBg / s
g(y:fBg):s ! g(y:fBg):s[fBg if fBg / s
f(y:fBg):s ! f(y:fBg):s[fBg if fBg / s
l(y:fBg):s ! l(y:fBg):s[fBg if fBg / s
f(g(x:fAg):;):; = b:;
h(y:fBg):; = l(y:fBg):;:
Note that AsynS B and h > l, f; g > b in the precedence of the used decorated recursive
path ordering (see Denition 7.10 on how to obtain the decorated version) >d. After
some applications of Simplify using decoration rules and nal orientations, the last two
equalities become decorated rewrite rules:
f(g(x:fAg):fBg):fBg ! b:fBg
h(y:fBg):fBg ! l(y:fBg):fBg
The computation of CP (D;R) now yields the new decorated equation h(x:fAg):fA;Bg =
l(x:fAg):fBg that can be oriented as before giving an additional decoration rule:
h(x:fAg):fA;Bg ! l(x:fAg):fA;Bg
l(x:fAg):s ! l(x:fAg):s[fAg if fAg / s
This results in a confluent decorated term rewriting system.
The following peak:
b f(g(h(h(a))))! f(g(l(l(a)))):
given in .Chen and Hsiang (1991) is therefore confluent. This is because f(g(l(l(a)))) is
normalized using the decoration rules into
f(g(l(l(a:fAg):fBg):fBg):fBg):fBg
that can be rewritten into
f(g(l(l(a:fAg):fA;Bg):fA;Bg):fBg):fBg
using l(x:fAg):s ! l(x:fAg):s[fA;Bg if fA;Bg / s twice and nally into b:fBg using
f(g(x:fAg):fBg):fBg ! b:fBg which is now applicable.
Nevertheless, a strictly more powerful language|due to the second-order monadic logic
fragment|is used in .Comon (1992). This power is needed for the specication of equality
schemata, which is indeed not possible in our rst-order approach.
A precise comparison between the two approaches is much more dicult to do here,
less due to the way critical pairs are computed than the way in which constraints are
solved. However since the variable overlaps used in .Comon (1992) seem to cause lots of
rules, we conjecture that our approach converges more frequently. In .Hintermeier et al.
(1994), we illustrate the behavior of our completion on an example of .Comon (1992).
To conclude, the approach in .Comon (1992) is very interesting for the term schematiza-
tion facilities that it incorporates. Indeed we may wonder if seeing sorts as term schemata
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is the best way to cope with non-sort-decreasing rules, although it clearly allows the re-
moval of regularity. Nevertheless, we feel that combining the decorated rewriting approach
with term schematizations can still increase expressiveness and is worth considering.
12.4. the signature extension approach
In .Chen and Hsiang (1991), H. Chen and J. Hsiang present an order-sorted rewriting
approach that allows for ill-sorted terms obtained from well-sorted ones by application
of rewrite rules using syntactically well-sorted substitutions. Together with a condition
called sort-convergence, a critical pair lemma can be obtained.
Their completion procedure constructs a sort convergent specication via sort enrich-
ment, i.e. adding new sorts and function symbols when needed. The following small
example from .Gnaedig et al. (1990) illustrates this:
Example 12.3. Let P = fa : A; b : B; c : C; y :: B; z :: C; y : A; z : A; a = b; a = cg.
Then orienting the equalities into R = fa ! b; a ! cg results in the critical pair
b = c, which is irreducible and cannot be oriented. The completion algorithm in .Chen
and Hsiang (1991) now adds a new constant d together with the rules
b! d; c! d;
such that the nal rule set is
fa! d; b! d; c! dg:
The obtained system allows for equational proofs on the initial signature, but the normal
form of a term, for instance d, may have no meaning from a computing point of view.
Of course, there exists an interpretation for d which validates the equalities provable in
the new presentation, but the models must be extended and it might not be obvious how
to interpret new function symbols.
In our approach, we get the following set of initial rules, after simplication of the
equations with decoration rules and nal orientation:
a:s ! a:s[fAg if fAg / s
b:s ! b:s[fBg if fBg / s
c:s ! c:s[fCg if fCg / s
a:fAg ! b:fBg
a:fAg ! c:fCg:
The obvious critical pair is c:fCg = b:fBg, that may be oriented using a decorated recursive
path ordering based on the precedence a > b > c, yielding
b:fBg ! c:fB;Cg
c:s ! c:s[fBg if fBg / s:
We can now apply Detect NonSI on the two decoration rewrite rules for c. Therefore,
we have to add a new sort D to S with the term declaration c : D and hence also hB;Ci to
S§, such that D synS§ hB;Ci 
syn
S§ B;C. Since there was no variable unication necessary
for the whole completion up to this point, we can simply continue with the new sorts, after
a translation of the new term declaration into a decoration rewrite rule, giving
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c:s ! c:s[fDg if fDg / s:
Finally, the new decoration rewrite rule subsumes the two other decoration rewrite rules
for c, nishing therefore the completion without new function symbol.
Due to this adjunction of function symbols, Chen’s and Hsiang’s approach looks more
appropriate for proving the truth of equivalences than for functional computation. How-
ever, adding new function symbols in the described way also results in a dynamic proof
reduction ordering, which may, in case of an innite number of function symbols added
during completion, not be well-founded. The authors do not give any answer to this
problem, which must be solved in order to do inductive proofs using completion (like e.g.
in .Bachmair (1988)).
We develop in .Hintermeier et al. (1994) an example of a more complex specication,
that can be solved in both approaches, once more with the dierence that we do not
need any new function symbol.
12.5. the T -contact method
Another approach for the case of flat linear function declarations is described by .Werner
(1993). Using the concept of semantical sorts, Werner proves a critical pair lemma that al-
lows for syntactically ill-sorted terms. This leads to a decision procedure for order-sorted
equalities over extended terms, i.e. not necessarily well-formed terms, if the rewriting
system is weakly sort-decreasing. The latter is the extension of sort decreasingness to
multiple rewrite steps. However, if weak sort-decreasingness does not hold, the decidabil-
ity cannot be obtained for all true equalities in the initial model of the specication, even
with the confluence of the corresponding rewriting system. This is due to the fact that,
in this, case the rewrite relation becomes undecidable, since it is restricted to semanti-
cally well-formed terms and semantical sorts are proven undecidable in general, even in
confluent rewrite systems. This is not in contradiction with our results, as Example 12.4
shows.
Example 12.4. .
Given P = fo : N , x :: N , x : Z, s(x) : N , y :: Z, z :: Z, sq(y) : N , jyj : N , y  z : Z,
sqrt(x) : N , opp(y) : Z, jxj = x, sq(y) = y  y, opp(y)  opp(y) = y  yg. When the
equalities are oriented into
jxj ! x; sq(y)! y  y; opp(y)  opp(y)! y  y;
we can calculate a T -overlap:
(sq(y); jy  yj);
which is oriented into sq(x) ! jx  xj. There are no more critical pairs or T -overlaps
and consequently the four rewrite rules are confluent. Hence, the peaks
sn(sq(y)) jsn(sq(y))j ! jsn(y  y)j
can be solved, yielding sn(y  y).
However, the rule sq(y) ! y  y is not sort decreasing and the term sq(y) is a
counter example for weak sort decreasingness, i.e. there are equalities like sqrt(y  y) =
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sqrt(opp(y)  opp(y)) with a common, unique normal form sqrt(y  y) for both sides, but
none of the three terms is syntactically typable. Clearly, the equality holds in the initial
model of P, since sqrt(sq(y)) = sqrt(y  y) and the rst term is syntactically typable.
Unfortunately, the existence of such a term is, in general, undecidable.
In our approach, the initial decoration rules are:
o:s ! o:s[fNg if fNg / s
s(x:fNg):s
0 ! s(x:fNg):s0[fNg if fNg / s0
opp(y:fZg):s
0 ! opp(y:fZg):s0[fZg if fZg / s0
sq(y:fZg):s ! sq(y:fZg):s[fNg if fNg / s
sqrt(x:fNg):s ! sqrt(x:fNg):s[fNg if fNg / sjy:fZgj:s ! jy:fZgj:s[fNg if fNg / s
(y:fZg  z:fZg):s ! (y:fZg  z:fZg):s[fZg if fZg / s:
The initial decorated equalities:
jx:fNgj:; = x:fNg
sq(y:fZg):; = (y:fZg  y:fZg):;
(opp(y:fZg):;  opp(y:fZg):;):; = (y:fZg  y:fZg):;:
After Simplify D, we get
jx:fNgj:fNg = x:fNg
sq(y:fZg):fNg = (y:fZg  y:fZg):fZg
(opp(y:fZg):fZg  opp(y:fZg):fZg):fZg = (y:fZg  y:fZg):fZg:
Now, decorating and orienting the equalities yields:
jx:fNgj:fNg ! x:fNg
sq(y:fZg):fNg ! (y:fZg  y:fZg):fN;Zg
(y:fZg  y:fZg):s ! (y:fZg  y:fZg):s[fNg if fNg / s
(opp(y:fZg):fZg  opp(y:fZg):fZg):fZg ! (y:fZg  y:fZg):fN;Zg:
This is already the nal presentation, since no more completion rules are applicable. Note
that top superposition decoration critical pairs are always solved.
The equality sqrt(y  y) = sqrt(opp(y)  opp(y)) can be proven, since
sqrt(sq(y)):#; #D[R=d sqrt(sq(opp(y))):#; #D[R=d sqrt((y:fZg  y:fZg):fN;Zg):fNg:
The set of all true equalities in the initial model of P is decidable by Theorem 11.17.
12.6. other semantic sort approaches
An approach really similar to ours is developed in .With (1992). With gives a lemma of
decidability of order-sorted unication with term declarations, based on the assumption
that all -critical overlaps between term declarations are solved, i.e. covered by already
existing term declarations. Our completion procedure can be interpreted as a test for
this property.
The used unication algorithm of .Schmidt-Schau (1987) is only complete for regular
signatures, which the author obtains via a signature transformation based on a minimal
complete set of uniers. But this kind of set is undecidable in general (in the presence of
term declarations). Hence the signature transformation is not computable and testing if
all -critical overlaps between term declarations of an arbitrary signature  are solved
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becomes undecidable. However, if the signature is known to be regular, an extended
version of the unication algorithm of .Schmidt-Schau (1987), working with a mark-
ing process that guarantees termination, is sucient to decide if all -critical overlaps
between term declarations are solved.
Note that our approach does not give a computable transformation either, because
the completion used to check sort inheritance might not terminate. Nevertheless, if the
procedure terminates, maybe after some conservative extensions of the signature (as
described in Section 10.4), the signature is known to be semantically regular and the
unication is therefore complete.
A nal considered approach was worked out by .Watson and Dick (1989). In order
to approximate semantical sorts during completion, Watson and Dick rely on instances
of equalities already generated by the completion procedure to propagate sorts. The
data structures for the realization of approximated least semantical sorts, the unication
algorithm and the handling of all corresponding undecidability problems are left open
but we feel that they can be solved as in our approach, since the propagation of sort
information can be compared to our CP (R;D)-critical pair computation. Furthermore,
Watson and Dick propose adding intersection sorts if equal terms happen to belong to
incomparable sorts, but do not give a practical algorithm for doing this.
13. .Conclusion
The rst contribution of this work is to give an operational semantics for G-algebra
and equational deduction in an order-sorted framework. The need for retracts and sort-
decreasingness disappears in our approach, which is more powerful than previous ap-
proaches such as .Gnaedig et al. (1990) and .Waldmann (1992), in the sense that every
completion process that terminates in these frameworks also terminates in ours.
The second interest in our approach is to formalize the notion of decorations. Decorated
terms appear to be quite adequate to deal with membership declarations coming either
from variable declarations, or term declarations. In fact decorations are exactly what is
needed at run time for recording sort updates. The operations of matching and unication
proposed in this paper are limited as much as possible to a local use of this decoration
information. As a consequence, this gives a theoretical model for the implementation of
dynamic types in a quite ecient way via, for example, the use of jungle (cf. .Homann
and Plump (1988)) rewriting to implement decorated terms.
The third contribution is to provide a relation with the notion of deduction with
constraints (see e.g. .(Kirchner et al., 1990; Nieuwenhuis and Rubio, 1992)). In the same
vein, H. Comon designed the completion of rewrite systems with membership constraints.
We feel that the notion of decorated terms should provide another attractive alternative,
while keeping the interesting notion of sorts as constraints.
A promising direction for further research is to extend the computations on decorated
terms to a more powerful language on decorations, as in .Manca et al. (1990), where
operations on sorts can be specied.
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A. Proof Transformations
A.1. .completeness of OSC completion
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A.2. .maximally subterm sharing rewriting
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